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An expansive repertoire of original chamber works is available for ensembles comprised 

of saxophone, wind and percussion instruments. Many musicians, including saxophonists and 

conductors, are unaware of this enormous body of literature. This produces a compelling need 

for sources of identification available to conductors, performers and teachers. This study begins 

to provide such a source through the presentation of selected works and the accompanying 

annotated bibliography. 

The lack of awareness of available scores for chamber music with saxophone, winds and 

percussion among conductors and many performers often contributes to the absence of these 

works in concert halls. The objective of this lecture-recital document is to make available a tool 

that includes only original works for the saxophone in a variety of chamber ensemble settings. 

The nature of this study will be descriptive. The literature chosen for this project reveals varying 

levels of performance difficulty, compositional techniques, form, and instrumentation. Chosen 

works employ an ensemble size that requires a conductor or are more successfully performed 

with a conductor. Selected compositions are illustrated in which the saxophone is identified as a 

vital ingredient in an already existing repertoire of serious chamber literature.  

Works in this study include original compositions using from seven to seventeen 

musicians. Some of the works discussed in this study include double bass and piano. Chapters 

include information on the Parameters of Study (Introduction, Historical Perspective, Sources, 

Criteria, Selection of Works for Analysis), composer Jean Françaix, a Historical Overview and 

 



Detailed Study of Danses Exotiques, composer Fisher Tull, a Historical Overview and Detailed 

Study of Nonet and an Annotated Bibliography of compositions matching the established 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

PARAMETERS OF STUDY 
 

Introduction 

An expansive repertoire of original chamber works is available for ensembles comprised 

of saxophone, wind and percussion instruments. Many musicians, including saxophonists and 

conductors, are unaware of this enormous body of literature. This lack of awareness among 

conductors and many performers often contributes to the absence of these works in concert halls. 

This absence creates a compelling need for sources of identification available to conductors, 

performers and teachers. This study is intended to provide such a source with the hopes of 

stimulating further research and performance of these compositions. The literature chosen for 

this project reveals varying levels of performance difficulty, compositional techniques, form, and 

instrumentation. These works are original compositions, which include an ensemble size of 

seven to seventeen musicians requiring a conductor, or are more successfully performed with a 

conductor. Some of the works discussed in this study include double bass and piano. Selected 

compositions will be illustrated in which the saxophone will be identified as a vital ingredient in 

an already existing repertoire of serious chamber literature.  

Historical Perspective 

The saxophone has often been used as a substitute for various instruments in large-scale 

chamber works. While these works are often educational for student saxophonists and their 

peers, a wealth of chamber music exists which includes the saxophone as a part of the original 

instrumentation. A brief look at the history of chamber music employing the saxophone may be 

traced back to at least 1903 (see Chart A). A few of the earliest works in this repertoire  
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resulted from the commissions and patronage of Elise Boyer Hall.1 Two unpublished works by 

André Caplet (1878-1925) feature the saxophone as soloist in a chamber setting; Légende (1903) 

and Impressions d’Automne (1905) and were written for and premiered by Mrs. Hall in 1905-

1906.  George Longy (1868-1930) was introduced as a composer to the Boston Orchestral Club 

in 1903.2 His Rhapsodie-Lento (1904) was premiered by Mrs. Hall on January 19, 1905 and 

places the saxophone in a septet with harp, bass, two clarinets, bassoon, and timpani. Two 

additional works attributed to Mrs. Hall’s patronage include Chant by Paul Dupin (set for 

saxophone, harp, viola and chorus), and Octuor no. 1 by Henry Woolett (which combines winds 

with strings in a setting of oboe, clarinet, alto saxophone, two violins, viola, cello and double 

bass), and date 1910 and 1911, respectively. Another early work from the 1900’s which is not 

attributed to Mrs. Hall’s patronage was the Preludium e Fuge op. 20 (1903) by Gustav Bumcke 

(1876-1963).3 Works by Percy Grainger, The Duke of Marlborough (1905), and Charles Ives, 

Over the Pavements, op. 20 (1906-13) also date from this period.  

Compositions written after 1920 include William Walton’s Façade, Hector Villa-Lobos 

Nonetto, op. 181, Chôros no. 7, Chôros no. 3 – Pica Pao, op. 189, Jean Cras’s Demain and 

Werner Janssen’s Obsequies of a Saxophone. The French composer Pierre Vellones (1889-1939) 

wrote his first large scale chamber work that included the saxophone in 1929. Vellones was, by 

profession, a medical doctor and a self-taught composer whose output is noted for its use of 

traditional forms.4 As indicated in chart A below, Vellones was adept at incorporating the 

saxophone into many various instrumentations.5 

                                                        
1 William Henry Street. “Elise Boyer Hall, America’s First Female Concert Saxophonist: Her Life as 

Performing Artist, Pioneer of Concert Repertory for Saxophone and Patroness of the Arts” (D.M. diss., 
Northwestern University, 1983), 125.  

2 Ibid, 50. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Jean-Marie Londiex. 150 Years of the Saxophone. (New Jersey: Roncorp, Inc., 1994) 266. 
5 Ibid. 
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Chart A: Early Chamber Compositions6 
Date Composer Title Instrumentation 
1903 Bumcke Preludium e Fuge op. 20 FL/OB/EHN/SX/CL/BCL/2 BSN/2 HN 
1903 Caplet Légende ASX/OB/CL/BSN/2 VLN/VLA/VCL/DB 
1904 Longy Rhapsodie-Lento Harp/DB/2 CL/BSN/ASX/Timp 
1905 Caplet Impressions d’Automne ASX/OB/2 CL/BSN/Harp/Org/2 VCL 
1905 
/39/49 

Grainger The Duke of Marlborough 4 TPT/4 HN or 2 SX: AT and 2 BSN/ 
3 TB/TU/DB/ CYMB 

1906-13 Ives Over the Pavements, op. 20 PIC/CL/BSX (or BSN)/TPT/3 TB/ 
PERC/ PNO 

1910 Dupin Chant ASX/Harp/VLA/Chorus 
1911  Woollett Octuor no. 1 OB/CL/ASX/2 VLN/VLA/VCL/DB 
1922 
/26/42 

Walton Façade 2 NARR/FL+PIC/CL/BCL/ASX/TPT 
VCL/PERC 

1923 Villa-Lobos Nonetto, op. 181 FL/OB/CL/1SX: A+B/BSN/Celeste/Harp 
PNO/ Mixed Chorus 

1924 Villa-Lobos Chôros no. 7 FL/OB/CL/ASX/BSN/VLN/VCL/Tam-
Tam 

1925 Villa-Lobos Chôros no. 3 – Pica Pao, op. 189 CL/ASX/BSN/3 HN/TB 
1929 Cras Demain ASX/TPT/TB/Perc/VLN/VCL/OB 
1929 Janssen Obsequies of a Saxophone 6 WIND INSTR/SNARE DRUM 
1929 Vellones Cinq poèmes de Mallarmé, op. 24 High Voice/4 Harps/ 2 SX: AT/DB 
1930 Vellones Planisphère, op. 23 2 SX: AT/CL/2 TPT/TB/DB or TU/ 

PERC/PNO 
1930 Vellones Prélude et Fables de Flower, op. 

28 
Tenor Voice/3 SX: SAB/ 
2 TPT/TB/TU/Banjo 

1933 Hahn Divertissement 2 VLN/VLA/VCL/DB/ASX/BSN/ 
Timp/Perc 

1935 Vellones Deux Pieces, op. 67 2 FL/4 SX/ PNO/DB/Perc/  
Ondes Martenot 

1937 Cowell Chrysanthemus 2 BSN/3 TB/TU/DB/CYMB 
1937 Koechlin Septuor, op. 165 FL/OB/EH/CL/ASX/HN/BSN 
1937 Vellones Fête Fantastique, op. 83 2 OB/2 SX: AT/Ondes 

Martenot/PNO/FL/2 CL/BSN/3 TPT/2 
TB/TU/PERC/Exotic Perc 

1938 Vellones A Cadix, op. 102 ASX/Harps/VLA/Chorus 

 

The 1940’s and 50’s continued to see increased growth in the output of chamber music 

for saxophone in various instrumental combinations. Seemingly unlimited compositions for the 

saxophone in chamber ensembles were written in the latter half of the twentieth century. It is 

from this body of repertoire that the majority of compositions for this study have been selected. 

(See Chart B)  

                                                        
6 Jean-Marie Londiex. 150 Years of the Saxophone. (New Jersey: Roncorp, Inc., 1994). 
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Chart B: Selected Works for Document 

Title Date Composer 
Intoduction, Passacaglia, and Rondo Capriccioso   1984 William Albright 
Cassation for Wind Octet   1979 David Blake 
Music for Winds   1973 Barney Childs 
Dreamscape   1978  Thomas Clark 
Lyric Pieces for Octet   1972 Joseph Del Principe 
Springtime for Eleven Musicians  1978 Rob Dubois 
Gadget: for Winds and Double Bass   1972-9 Will Eisma 
Danses Exotiques 1981 Jean Françaix 
Double Concerto  1969 Walter Hartley 
Over the Pavements, op. 20  1906-13 Charles Ives 
Concertino  1982 Hans Kox 
Polifonica-Monodia-Ritmica 1951 Luigi Nono 
Machtelt Suite  1978 Boudewijn Tarenskeen 
Nonet  1984 Fisher Tull 

 

Sources 

Two publications are helpful for information about the inclusion of the saxophone in an 

assortment of ensemble combinations. Entries in these publications range from standard 

groupings of saxophone or wind instruments to less commonly performed groupings. Jean-Marie 

Londeix’s index contains an extensive inventory of works for and involving the saxophone. In 

addition to solos, this index includes lists of repertoire for ensembles of uncommon 

instrumentation, combining saxophone with instruments such as organ, percussion, magnetic 

tape, electronics, and synthesizer. Music for large saxophone ensembles is included as well as 

organized lists of saxophone music with specified instrumental combinations.7 David Wallace’s 

and Eugene Corporon’s catalog of works for wind ensemble and chamber winds also has 

additional sections dedicated to other combinations with winds and lists works, composers, 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
 

7 Jean-Marie Londiex. 150 Years of the Saxophone. (New Jersey: Roncorp, Inc., 1994). 
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instrumentation and publishers.8 It contains, however, extremely limited listings of chamber 

music for winds with saxophones, nor does it contain annotations or other information beyond 

title, composer, instrumentation and publisher.  

Criteria 

Quality compositions worthy of attention and performance are found within this large body 

of works. These works are well constructed, with solid overall structures and substructures that 

feature significant harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic elements.  Each composer successfully 

maintains musical interest through the use of these elements combined with instrumentation and 

timbral manipulation. 

The purpose of this project is to evaluate each work and assign a grade level. The difficulty 

of each composition is graded for the performer on the following scale:  

Grade 1-2:  Medium Difficult: Advanced high school or freshman-sophomore college 
                   level 
Grade 3-4:  Difficult: Junior-senior college level 
Grade 5-6:  Professional: Graduate or professional level  
 

Criteria used for the grading of compositions includes distinctions made from these fields: 

Technical demands:  

• range of parts/key centers 
• metrical/rhythmic requirements, tempo 
• degree of technical facility needed 

Musical needs:  

• phrasing 
• dynamic requirements 
• ensemble demands 

 
(see Chart C) 

 
 
 

                                                        
8 David Wallace and Eugene Corporon. Wind Ensemble/Band Repertoire. Greeley: University of Northern 

Colorado, 1984. 
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Chart C: Level of Difficulty Criteria Chart9 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Meter 2/4, 3/4, 
4/4 

2/2, 6/8 

9/8, easy 
changing 

meter, easy 
asymmetrical 

meter 

5/8, 7/8 
More advanced 
changing meter 

More advanced 
asymmetrical 

meters 

Constant meter 
changes or no 

meter 
(contemporary 

technique) 

Key 
Signature(s) 

Zero to 
three flats 
or sharps, 
Zero to 
one key 
change 

Three to five 
flats or 

sharps, Zero 
to three Key 

changes 

Five to seven 
sharps,  

Zero to five key 
changes 

No key 
signature, 
Limited 

accidentals 

No key 
signature, 
Extensive 

accidentals 

Any key situation 
or chromatic note 

or accidentals 

Tempo 72-120 72-132 
ritard, accel. 

56-144 
ritard, accel. 

44-168 
ritard, accel. 

44-208 
ritard, accel. 

Any tempo 
aleatoric 

Note/Rest 
Value 

Whole, 
half, 

quarter 
eighth 

Simple 
sixteenth 
notes and 
triplets 

All values in 
duple, easy 
compound 
rhythms 

All values in 
duple and all 

values in 
compound 

Complex duple 
and compound 

rhythmic values 
Any value or ratio 

Rhythm 

Simple 
eighth, 
mostly 
unison 

Simple 
syncopation 

Basic duple and 
triple 

syncopation 

All rhythms 
except complex 
compound or 
complex 16th 
note rhythm 

Complex 16th 
note rhythms or 

hemiola 

Any rhythm 
Individual 

syncopation, not 
tutti 

Articulation, 
Timbre 

Changes, and 
Advanced 

Techniques 

Attack, 
release, 
slurs, 

staccato, 
accent 

Attack, 
release, slurs, 

staccato, 
accent, legato 

Attack, release, 
slurs, staccato, 
accent, legato, 

tenuto, 
variation of 

vibrato 

Two or more 
articulations 

simultaneous in 
the ensemble 
and growl or 
flutter tongue 

Any 
articulation, 

simple 
multiphonics, 

slap tongue, key 
pops 

Any technique, 
microtones 

Range 
Limited 
normal 
range 

Within 
normal range 

Much use of 
upper and 

lower ends of 
normal range 

Limited use of 
extended ranges 

Moderate use of 
extended ranges 

Abundant use of 
extended ranges 

Musical Needs: 
Phrasing, 
Dynamic 

Requirements 

Simple 3 
or 4 bar 
phrase 

structure 

Simple 3 or 4 
bar phrase 

structure with 
extreme 

dynamics 

Uneven phrase 
length 

Uneven phrase 
length with 

extreme 
dynamics 

Contemporary 
phrase units 

Aleatoric phrasing 

Ensemble 
Demands 

Primarily 
tutti 

writing, 
limited 

exposure 

Exposed 
individual 
parts, still 
much tutti 

Moderately 
challenging 

rhythmic 
demands 
relating to 
ensemble 
precision 

Difficult 
rhythmic 
demands 

relating to 
ensemble 
precision 

Solos contained 
within difficult 

ensemble 
rhythms 

Very disjointed 
rhythmic structure 

combined with 
demand for very 

advanced 
technique from all 

or most players 

             
 

 

 

                                                        
9Adapted from: Rhett Lyle Bender. “An Annotated Bibliography of Published Saxophone Quartets by 

American Composers.” DMA diss., University of Georgia, 2000. 
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Selection of Works for Analysis 

Two outstanding works from this repertoire are Danses Exotiques by Jean Françaix, and 

Nonet by Fisher Tull. The Danses Exotiques is a multi-movement work that focuses primarily on 

dance rhythms and material. It is a tonal composition that serves well as high quality light 

entertainment for the concert stage. The Nonet is a twelve-tone composition that incorporates 

Baroque techniques within the framework of a single movement work. This piece is a serious, 

involved composition–it is not light entertainment.  
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CHAPTER 2
 
 

JEAN FRANÇAIX 

Jean Françaix, (1912-1997) French composer and pianist, first studied music with his 

father, then later, composition with Nadia Boulanger. He studied piano at the Paris Conservatory 

with Isidore Philipp and won awards as a pianist (Prémier Prix), often performing his own 

compositions. Françaix’s musical output was prolific, consisting of over two hundred 

compositions (see Appendix B). His original works include many genres such as opera, ballet, 

vocal, chamber and solo instrumental as well as orchestral. Within these compositions, Françaix 

often used traditional forms and his compositional style frequently showed charming simplicity. 

His style did not change much throughout his lifetime. 10 

In addition to his compositions, Françaix was a highly skilled orchestrator. He applied 

this skill to his own works, and those of Chopin (Trois Ecossaises et Variations sur un Air 

populaire allemand, 24 Préludes op. 28), Scarlatti (Cinq sonates), Poulenc (l'histoire de Babar, 

le petit elephant) and Schubert (Trois Marches Militaires, Six impromptus et moments 

musicaux). Françaix included the saxophone in his Oratorio L’apocalypse de St. Jean (1939) that 

has a second orchestra representing Hades and calling for even less conventional instruments 

including accordion, mandolin and guitar. Françaix was awarded the Florence Gould Prize in 

composition in 1950, and the Grand Prix Arthur Honneger in 1992.11 

 

 

 

                                                        
10 Muriel Bellier. “Jean Françaix.” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie; 

vol 9, pp. 138 (London: MacMillan Publishers, 2001). 
11 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 3
 
 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW AND DETAILED STUDY  

OF DANSES EXOTIQUES BY JEAN FRANÇAIX 

The Danses Exotiques was originally written as a duet for two pianos in 1957 and was 

titled Huit Danses Exotiques. In 1961, Françaix set five of the movements of the Huit Danses 

Exotiques for alto saxophone and piano and dedicated it to Marcel Mule. For this solo work, he 

chose movements I. Pambiche, II. Baião, V. Mambo, VI. Samba lenta, and IV. Merengue 

respectively; these settings following the original version closely.  The material from this 

composition was so well received that Françaix orchestrated an ensemble version in 1981 for 

eleven wind instruments and percussion. (See Chart D below)  

 

Chart D: Instrumentation of Danses Exotiques 
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 

Flute Horns in F (2) None Tom-Toms (5) 
Flute and Piccolo   Caisse Claire 

Oboes (2)   Tambourin 
Clarinets in Bb (2)   Grosse caisse 

Bassoon   Grosse caisse à pied 
Contra Bassoon   Tambour de basque 

Alto Saxophone in Eb   Triangle 
   Cymbale 
   Cymbale antique suspendue 
   Cymbale Charleston 
   Cloches à vaches (3) 

(cowbells) 
   Woodblocks (5) 
   Maracas (2) 
   Castagnettes 
   Xylophone 
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In the following quote, Françaix indicates that while the inspiration and rhythms are 

borrowed, the melodic and harmonic material is completely his own original work:  

Only the rhythms are authentic in my Danses Exotiques; I am personally 
responsible for all of the themes. Although these pieces were originally written 
for two pianos, I transcribed them for Klaus Rainer Scholl, which put the 
instrumentalists’ reflexes through a rough test. The performers must have been 
inspired by Corneille’s maxim: 

“To vanquish without peril, one triumphs without glory as they 
triumphed over all the tricky traps. And heaven knows there are 
many of them!…which just goes to show that Moliere was right in 
proclaiming: It is a strange venture to make honest folks laugh.” 12 

       (English Translation by Sharon Kanach) 

 The eight movements of Danses Exotiques comprise a variety of Latin dance forms, with 

the exception of the final one, American rock-n-roll. Several of the origins of the Latin dances 

used here can be traced back to the English country-dance and French contredanse. The music 

used for these dances is in duple rhythm (2/4 or 6/8) and often begins with an anacrusis. Figures 

or sections that are repeated many times during the course of the dance characterize the dances 

and music.13 This aspect of the relationship to the contredanse applies directly to Françaix’s 

extensive use of repetition in this work. From the well-known mambo, samba and merengue, to 

the lesser known pambiche, baião, Nube Gris and malambeando, to the American rock-n-roll, 

these eight movements have a limited range of tempos employed throughout due to their origins 

in dance. The overall harmonic structure from movement to movement progresses from the 

opening key center of C major to F major in the final movement (see Chart E). 

 

 

                                                        
12 Jean Françaix. Program notes to Jean Françaix, Danses Exotiques. Performed by Indiana State University 

Faculty Winds. [USA]: ELF, ELFCD 1011, 2001. 
13 Freda Burford and Anne Daye, “Contradanse,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 

Stanley Sadie; vol. 6, pp. 374 (London: MacMillan Publishers, 2001). 
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Chart E: Movements and Key Centers 
Movement Key Center 
I. Pambiche C Major 

II. Baião C Minor  
III. Nube Gris G Major 
IV. Merengue F Major 

V. Mambo F Minor 
VI. Samba lenta D Major 

VII. Malambeando A Major 
VIII. Rock-n-roll F Major 

 
 

The most noticeable feature of these movements is a repetitive dance rhythm. The rhythms 

dominate each movement often making the melody secondary to the rhythm. This repetition 

permeates the melodies. The differences created within the overall composition lie in the meters 

and rhythms incorporated from one movement to the next. Frequently within a movement, there 

is only slight harmonic motion or variation that assists in maintaining interest during the long 

repetitions. The saxophone often assumes a prominent role in these compositions, often 

performing solo features. 

I. Pambiche 

A pambiche is a dance variant of the merengue, a Dominican folk dance. Basically, it is a 

merengue, but slower, more rhythmic, and easier to dance. The pambiche (from English, Palm 

Beach), according to popular legends, is the name given to the version of the merengue jaleo. 

This version eliminated certain parts and slowed the merengue’s fast tempo to accommodate the 

“Yankee” soldiers occupying the Dominican Republic, because they had a hard time dancing the 

fast-paced merengue. It originated in the days of the first North American occupation (from 1916 

to 1924) where the American soldiers found their way into the local clubs; it was given its name 

because of the fact that most of the U.S. troops came from Palm Beach, Florida. 14 

                                                        
14 Paul Austerlitz. Merengue: Dominican Music and Dominican Identity. Philadelphia: Temple University 

Press, 1997, 41. 
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Emulating the historic creation of the pambiche dance, the underlying rhythm of the first 

movement of Danses Exotiques, “Pambiche,” by Françaix is closely related to the underlying 

rhythm of the fourth movement “Merengue.” (see Figures 1 and 2) 

 
Figure 1: Pambiche Rhythm  Figure 2: Merengue Rhythm 

 

     
 
 
 
The “Pambiche” uses this one-measure rhythm throughout. The formal structure of the melody 

is: A-B-C-D-A-B-A-Codetta. The tonal center is C major with extensive use of a tonic and 

dominant chordal structure. The saxophone carries the melody throughout most of the 

movement. The texture is varied only slightly. Brief instrumental solos assist greatly in creating 

interest throughout the movement. 

II. Baião 

The baião is a rhythm that, though not very well-known outside Brazil, has enormous 

influence over much of the modern Brazilian music because of its long history. The traditional 

instrumental baião is a musical form based on an ancient figure dance or ballroom dance of 

European origin. Whereas this dance originated in Ceará, a northeastern state in Brazil, it 

developed throughout other states of the Northeast. In this region of Brazil, the baião was played 

by local bands that performed in salons, at private parties, and at different celebrations. The 

original instrumentation was one or two lead pífanos (small hand-carved bamboo flutes), a 

zabumba (a large bass drum), and other minor percussion instruments. This instrumentation 
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became standard in the performance of the traditional instrumental baião, and these bands came 

to be known as “Bandas de Pífanos.”15 

The zabumba drum defines the rhythmic pattern. With skin on both sides, it is played 

with a mallet on one side to produce an open bass tone, and with a stick on the other side to 

produce a higher pitched sound. The stick strikes the rim. The result is a syncopated 2/4 rhythm. 

The traditional baião melodies are based on a Lydian flat-seventh scale, a scale derived from the 

tuning of the pífano flute, which has a raised fourth and flattened seventh. The chord structure is 

based on a dominant seventh.16 

Françaix uses many traditional features of the baião in this movement and engages the 

toms to simulate the zabumba drum and the woodblock to emulate the striking of the stick on the 

rim of the drum. The wind scoring reinforces this through representative higher pitches placed 

where the rim of the drum is struck (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Composite Rhythm with Percussion: 

 
Françaix HUIT DANSES EXOTIQUES          
 © 1958 Schott Musik International 
 © renewed 
All Rights Reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music Distributors LLC, 
sole US and Canadian agent for Schott Musik International 
 

 

                                                        
15 Marietta Berre. “Baião: A Dance Rhythm from Northern Brazil; An interview with Leonardo Lucini,” 

CLAVE, No. 2 Vol. I, June 5, 1998 [journal on-line]; available from http://www.lafi.org/magazine/interviews/ 
lucini.html accessed 28 June 2003.  

16 Ibid 
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Like many works of the time period, Françaix adapts the C-minor tonality by 

occasionally inserting raised fourths and flat sevenths. These sounds interrupt the continually 

repeating melody that only receives slight variation throughout. 

To produce the melodies that would have originally been performed on the bamboo flutes 

Françaix chooses to combine flute and alto saxophone. This sound is further enhanced by the 

marking of con morbidezza (i.e., with softness and delicacy).  

III. Nube Gris 

Nube Gris (English: Gray Cloud), is the title of a popular love song by Peruvian Creole 

composer/singer Eduardo Márquez Talledo (1902-1975). Talledo was a prolific and successful 

composer with over five-hundred songs to his credit. Nube Gris, is a famous vals criollo (“song 

form”) in Peru and was Talledo’s most successful and frequently performed song. The text of 

Nube Gris tells of an unrequited lover who nobly offers to get out of the way of his beloved, 

recognizing that he has become the gray cloud that shadows her.17 It has been translated and 

performed in many languages. (see Figure 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        

17 Luis Rumbaut. “Vals Criollo.”  lucho10@earthlink.net (7/20/03) 
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Figure 4 – Nube Gris Lyrics 
Nube Gris- Eduardo Márquez Talledo 
If I depart from you 
It is because I finally understood 
That I am the gray cloud 
That blurs your way 

 

I leave you 
So you can change your life 
And be happy 
While I try to forget 

 

I will return to the life  
Of a wandering singer 
In search of the love 
Of a woman 

 

The blue clouds are gone 
Where my illusion shone 
I return to desolation 
Engulfed in darkness 
           English translation by C. Fryer 
 

The vals criollo is a major genre of song in Peru that derives from the Viennese waltz. It 

has the time signature of a vals, or waltz, but it is played just slightly off-beat, slightly behind, 

with a dry, almost scratchy, guitar strum underneath the embellishments.  This matches the lyrics 

of the songs, which although romantic, are frequently not about chaste sensibilities. The lush, 

romantic character of the Viennese waltz is not present in the vals criollo. Vals criollo is about 

unrequited love, failure, and deceit, reminiscent of a tango.18 Luis Rumbaut, an expert of Latin 

music and editor of CLAVE magazine, describes his insight to the vals criollo: 

One of my favorite lines in a vals criollo, both for its total vals-style 
desolation, but also because of the unusual phrasing required, which actually adds 
a bit of humor to the piece, is this: “un fracaso mas/que importa/si en la vida 
nunca fui feliz/un fracaso mas/es-una-gota-de-agua-en-el-oceano-para-mi/un 
fracaso mas/que importa” (“one more failure/what does it matter/if in life/I was 
never happy/one more failure/is a drop of water/in the ocean for me/one more 
failure/what does it matter”).  The vals criollo is not Indian, although its lyrics 
may have some connection there, but it is not all European, either; the 

                                                        
18  Ibid. 
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accompaniment on cajón has African roots, and several of its best-known 
performers, both singers and performers, have been Afro-Peruvian. It can be 
danced, of course, but the typical folk dance competitions in Peru are of marinera, 
a lively zapateado related to the cueca. Vals criollo is good to listen to with a 
pisco in your hand and melancholy (or revenge) in your heart.  Nonetheless, 
some of the best-loved valses, especially those of composer Chabuca Granda, 
are notably lush in their imagery (flor de la canela) or full of pride in folk 
figures.19 
 

The addition of the cajón to the traditional instrumentation of two guitars assists with the 

Afro-Peruvian dimension of the vals criollo.20 A cajón is a box made of wooden sheets -

preferably cedar or mahogany–on which the player sits to strike the front and sides. A sound hole 

is cut into the back, and the front is loosely attached to permit a rattling sound to be made.  

 

Figure 5: The cajón 

   

 

The cajón is capable of producing a variety of sounds and has become a national emblem 

for Peruvians, serving as an important member of ensembles performing the traditional and folk 

music of Peru.21  

Françaix writes this movement in 4/4, instead of the traditional waltz meter of 3/4. An 

interesting item in this score is the rhythm played by the xylophone throughout the movement.  

                                                        
19  Ibid. 
20  Marietta Berre. “Peruvian Folklore Revisited,” CLAVE Vol.2 No.4, September, 1999 [journal on-line]; 

available from http://www.lafi.org/magazine/articles/peru-folk.html accessed 28 June 2003. 
21 Carlos Giménez. “The Peruvian Cajón,” CLAVE Vol.2 No.4, September, 1999 [journal on-line]; 

available from http://www.lafi.org/magazine/articles/peruvian.html accessed 28 June 2003. 
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While the written meter is 4/4, the xylophone part, by way of the recurring rhythmic pattern, is 

essentially in 3/4 throughout. Perhaps, Françaix uses the xylophone to suggest the original song 

form of the vals criollo and its waltz origins. Like much of the Danses Exotiques, Nube Gris is 

repetitive, with slight harmonic shifts occurring throughout that assist in sustaining interest.  

 
Figure 6: Nube Gris Composite Rhythm with Xylophone 

 

 
Françaix HUIT DANSES EXOTIQUES          
 © 1958 Schott Musik International 
 © renewed 
All Rights Reserved 
Used by permission of European American Music Distributors LLC, 
sole US and Canadian agent for Schott Musik International 

 
 

IV. Merengue 

The merengue replaced the tumba, a variant of the quadrille, as the most popular 

ballroom genre of the early nineteenth-century in the Dominican Republic.22 The origins of the 

merengue lie in the pan-caribbean region of Haiti, Venezuela, Colombia, and Puerto Rico. This 

new dance form fused European contredanse with local African-derived elements, now called 

“Afro-Caribbean contredanse transformations.” It is an independent couples-dance, rather than a 

group dance. 23 

The structure of the original merengue consists of a short instrumental introduction, 

called the paseo (walk), which is somewhat reminiscent of Cuban danzón (a formal ballroom 

                                                        
22 Martha Ellen Davis. “Dominican Republic: A Creole Culture,” New Routes: Traditional Music & Dance 

in America, Winter 1996 [journal on-line]; available from http://www.ctmd.org/pages /newexcpt.html accessed 28 
June 2003.  

23  Paul Austerlitz. Merengue: Dominican Music and Dominican Identity. Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1997, 15. 
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couples-dance originating from the French contredanse and habanera traditions of the 

nineteenth-century and is in rondo form).24 A section sung by the soloist follows the paseo, 

during which the theme of the piece is developed in four-line verses. This part is known as the 

jaleo and is followed by a section called the merengue, a “call and response” section with the 

chorus singing the response in a style that is related to the Cuban son-montuno, a couples-dance 

originating from the Cuban province of Oriente. In the merengue, the soloist sings a short phrase 

and the chorus responds. Then, reaching the point of climax, one of the instruments enters with a 

dramatic solo, most of which is improvised.25 

Françaix maintains some of the original tradition of the merengue in the structure of this 

movement. The traditional paseo, or introduction, is not present. Instead, Françaix moves 

immediately into the jaleo, placing the saxophone in the role of the traditional vocal soloist and 

is accompanied by French horns (i.e., originally the chorus of singers).  

The tradition of four-line verses can be traced within this section as well (m. 1-16). A 

“call and response” section, identified as the merengue, follows the jaleo (m. 17-24), at which 

point Françaix has the soloist play a short phrase again which is responded to by the other wind 

instruments (m. 25-32, originally the chorus). The dramatic solo, historically sung by the vocalist 

present in the traditional merengue, does not happen here, but occurs later in the composition as 

a saxophone solo, at the conclusion of the “Malambeando” movement described below.  

V. Mambo 

The mambo is derived from the the rumba, a Cuban dance. Like the merengue, it also 

became a ballroom dance, as an independent ballroom couples-dance. The mambo, conga and 

bongo were originally Bantu names for musical instruments used in rituals that eventually came 

                                                        
24  Stanley Sadie, ed. “Danzón,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 7, pp. 6 (London: 

MacMillan Publishers, 2001). 
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to be used in secular settings. Mambo can be translated as a “conversation with the gods” and 

designates a sacred song of the Congos, Cubans of Bantu origin. Despite its African resonance, 

the mambo can be traced back to the English country-dance, which in the seventeenth-century 

became the contredanse of the French court and later the contradanza in Spain.26 The traditional 

mambo begins on the fourth beat of a 4/4 bar, and the melody is joined by an accompaniment of 

polyrhythms accentuated with maracas and claves (see figure 7). It is further characterized by 

ostinato and riff passages for wind instruments. 27 

 

Figure 7: Mambo Rhythm 
 

    
 
 

In contrast to the traditional mambo beginning on count four, Françaix begins his Mambo 

immediately on the downbeat of 4/4. From this moment on, the single melody involved in this 

movement is passed from instrument to instrument and changes in its various transpositions, 

dynamic contrasts and occasionally articulation markings. Like the recurring melody, the 

accompaniment is repetitive and follows the melody as it changes transpositions.  

                                                                                                                                                                                   
25 Morton Marks. “Cuban Son and New York Salsa,”  <www.mambocity.co.uk/mambo.htm> (6/15/03) 
26 Isabelle Leymarie. “Mambo Mania.” UNESCO Courier, January, 1995, Vol. 48, Issue 1, 40. 
27 Stanley Sadie, ed. “Mambo,’ The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 15 (London: 

MacMillan Publishers, 2001), 718. 
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VI. Samba Lenta 

The samba was originally an Afro-Brazilian couples-dance. Presently, it is renowned for 

its use during Carnival in Rio de Janeiro and is divided into several important types. These types 

include:  

• samba de breque - includes sudden stops for the singer to make remarks to the 
audience 
• samba-enredo - a narrative samba for use during Carnival  
• samba de partido alto - a descendent of the African unbigada dance accompanied 
by hand clapping  
• samba-canção - a sentimental syncopated couples dance.28 

 
The samba is traditionally written in binary meter with melodies and accompaniments 

that are highly syncopated.29 Françaix departs from the usual samba tradition and produces a 

much slower work written in complex compound meter, 5/8 (see Figure 8). His markings of 

tranquillo and grave negate the Carnival scenes of Rio, evoking a simpler, subtle slow dance that 

perhaps is more closely related to the samba-canção. The melodies and form are repetitive, and 

interest is maintained through a few slight harmonic shifts accompanied by subtle dynamic 

changes. 

 

Figure 8: Underlying rhythm of Samba lenta 

    
 

 

VII. Malambeando 

The malambeando is a variation of the malambo, a nearly extinct ancient Argentinian 

                                                        
28 Katia Canton. “Samba,” International Encyclopedia of Dance, ed. Selma Jeanne Cohen; vol. 5, pp. 508 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 508. 
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male competitive dance.  In this dance, according to Argentinian folklore, two or more men 

dance in turn, displaying leaping skills and foot-tapping, to guitar accompaniment.30  There are 

two styles of the malambo, the southern style and the northern style. In the northern style, the 

dancing competition is vigorous and active, and the dancer expresses his skills with natural 

roughness. The southern style is the opposite. The dancing patterns are gentle and the dancer 

shows creativity and skills, but no roughness in the execution.31  

Françaix sets his Malambeando in the southern style of the malambo, creative and gentle, 

employing many legato lines and soft dynamics. Like the traditional malambo, it is in 6/8, with 

an easily recognizable melody that follows a continually repeated rhythm (see Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Malambeando Melody Rhythm 
 

 
 
 

Françaix seldom uses the same pitches within his repetition of the melody, creating 

variety in an otherwise potentially stagnant environment. This melody alternates three versus two 

and is offset by an accompaniment that contains the opposite alternation resulting in a hemiola 

effect. The movement ends with a dramatic saxophone solo that enters at a subito forte e risoluto 

marking while the ensemble remains pianissimo. This solo (displaced from the earlier Merengue 

movement) produces a startling effect and quickly explores extreme dynamic shifts leading the 

ensemble into the final movement.  

                                                                                                                                                                                   
29 Gerard Béhague. “Samba,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie; vol 

22, pp. 656 (London: MacMillan Publishers, 2001). 
30 Ercilla Moreco Chá. “Argentina: Folk and Traditional Dance,” International Encyclopedia of Dance, ed. 

Selma Jeanne Cohen; vol. 1, pp. 109 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
31 Ana Maria Maurer. “Malambo.” anitamaurer@aquifolklore.com.ar (7/4/03). 
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VIII. Rock ‘N’ Roll 

Rock ‘n’ roll emerged in the United States in the nineteen-fifties. Its roots can be traced 

to rhythm-and-blues and country music combining boogie-woogie rhythms, elements from the 

blues and Tin Pan Alley popular song, hillbilly yelping and ecstatic shouts of gospel. Although 

the phrase rock ‘n’ roll appears in blues lyrics as early as the 1930’s as a euphemism for sex, 

historians often place its origins in the early 1950’s, when many white teenagers began listening 

and dancing to rhythm and blues. Its development is attributed to the migrations of millions of 

black and white southerners to urban areas in the United States, post-war prosperity, the break-up 

of large swing bands, the rise of independent local record labels and the growth of a culture base 

on mass-media. This mass-media accelerated the mixing of traditions, sounds, images and 

audiences. 32   

While Françaix’s final movement hints of these early origins of rock ‘n’ roll, it is very 

light and at times comical. Like rock ‘n’ roll, the rhythmical emphasis is placed on the quarter-

note as compared to the previous “swung” eighth-note tradition of jazz. Honking saxophone 

solos were typical of early rock ‘n’ roll before the electric guitar assumed these features. 

Françaix hints of this in measure twenty-one where the alto saxophone is featured here and 

throughout much of the movement. The overall form is A-B-A and the opening introduction, as 

well as the A section, is filled with overlapping sixteenth-note passages in the upper woodwinds. 

Françaix’s humor comes through almost immediately as the contrabassoon performs the role of 

the bass player in the standard rock-n-roll band. This reedy texture is a contrast to the upper 

woodwind lines. The saxophone enters with very subdued melodies and carries the work to its 

conclusion. The percussion writing in the latter half of the movement is pitch-oriented, centered 

                                                        
32 Robert Walser. “Rock and roll,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie; 

vol 21, pp. 486 (London: MacMillan Publishers, 2001). 
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on the toms, and produces an undertone of boogie-woogie patterns.  

Performance Practice 

It is imperative that the conductor addresses ways in which the sound and repetition that 

are  major characteristics of this composition can be varied to provide greater musical effect. The 

work presents few issues for the conductor, so attention can be placed on the challenge of 

producing a clean, well-articulated product. Technical and musical demands are moderate for the 

players, but uniform articulation throughout the ensemble will be required for an effective 

performance.  
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CHAPTER 4
 
 

FISHER TULL 

Fisher Tull was born September 24, 1934 in Waco, Texas and died in Huntsville, Texas 

on August 23, 1994.  Upon graduation from Waco High School in 1952 he enrolled at the 

University of North Texas where he subsequently earned the degrees Bachelor of Music in 

Music Education (1956), Master of Music in Music Theory and Trumpet Performance (1957), 

and Doctor of Philosophy in Music Composition (1965).  His principal composition teacher was 

Samuel Adler.  In 1993, he was named a Distinguished Alumnus by the UNT College of 

Music.33 

He joined the music faculty at Sam Houston State University in 1957, serving as Chair of 

the Department of Music from 1965 to 1982.  As an administrator, he held several offices in the 

Texas Association of Music Schools and was a member of the Board of Directors and the 

Commission on Undergraduate Standards of the National Association of Schools of Music.  He 

was cited for excellence in teaching by being named a Piper Professor in 1984.  At his death, Dr. 

Tull held the rank of Distinguished Professor and served as Director of Graduate Studies in 

Music.34 

Tull’s compositional activities emerged from his background as a trumpet performer and 

jazz arranger in the early 1950’s.  During his collegiate years he wrote over 100 arrangements for 

dance bands, radio and television productions and recordings, and was the first staff arranger for 

the renowned UNT Lab Bands.  His first classical compositions (see Appendix A) were for brass 

ensembles followed by several works for symphonic band, one of which, Toccata, was the 

                                                        
33 Tim Tull. “Profile on Fisher Tull – Composer” <http://home.earthlink.net/~gulfwindmusic/ftull.html> 

(6/26/03). 
34 Ibid 
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winner of the 1970 American Bandmasters Association Ostwald Award. The last two decades of 

his life, he appeared as guest composer-conductor-lecturer on campuses and festivals throughout 

the United States and Germany.  In 1991, the Texas Music Teachers Association cited him as 

Texas Composer of the Year.35 

Fisher Tull received awards in composition from the Texas Composers Guild, American 

Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), the Friends of Harvey Gaul, Artists 

Advisory Council of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Willamette Arts Festival, National Flute 

Association, and the Arthur Fraser Memorial.  He was granted the Distinguished Men of Music 

medal by Kappa Kappa Psi, and the Orpheus Award from Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
35 Ibid 
36 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 5
 
 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW AND DETAILED STUDY  

OF NONET BY FISHER TULL 

The Nonet is a thirteen minute work written in 1983 and is published by Boosey & 

Hawkes. It is written for seven winds and percussion including piano (see Chart F).  

Chart F : Instrumentation of Nonet 
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 

Flute Trumpet in C Piano Temple Blocks 
Clarinet in Bb Trombone  Suspended Cymbal 

Bassoon Tuba  Xylophone 
Alto Saxophone in Eb   Tambourine with sticks 

   Triangle 
   Tom Toms 

             

The Nonet is set in a tri-partite form (slow-fast-slow)37 and features a variety of 

instrumental combinations throughout the work that exploit the many tonal colors and palettes of 

the ensemble. Tull takes his harmonic structure from a twelve-tone row that is first stated in the 

introduction in all wind instrument parts (see Chart H). The overall construction of this 

composition is a by-product of row manipulation. 

 
Chart H: Row used in Nonet  
 I-0 I-11 I-1 I-7 I-6 I-10 I-9 I-2 I-3 I-5 I-4 I-8  
P-0 B Bb C Gb F A G# C# D E Eb G R-0 
P-1 C B C# G F# A# A D D# F E G# R-1 
P-11 Bb A B F E G# G C C# D# D F# R-11 
P-5 E D# F B A# D C# F# G A G# C R-5 
P-6 F E F# C B D# D G G# A# A C# R-6 
P-2 C# C D G# G B A# D# E F# F A R-2 
P-3 D C# D# A G# C B E F G F# A# R-3 
P-10 A G# A# E D# G F# B C D C# F R-10 
P-9 G# G A D# D F# F A# B C# C E R-9 
P-7 Gb F G C# C E D# G# A B A# D R-7 
P-8 G F# G# D C# F E A A# C B D# R-8 
P-4 Eb D E A# A C# C F F# G# G B R-4 
 RI-0 RI-11 RI-1 RI-7 RI-6 RI-10 RI-9 RI-2 RI-3 RI-5 RI-4 RI-8  

                                                        
37 Fisher Tull. Nonet, (New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1985), ii. 
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The initial statement of the primary row is placed in all wind instruments parts in the 

aleatoric introduction; however, each instrument has a different rhythmic pattern. Many of these 

rhythmic patterns are used later to develop the sequencing that defines much of this work. While 

there are occasional full statements of the row and its different versions, typically Tull uses 

fragments of the row that become motives, entering in a staggered fashion to propel the piece 

forward. This technique can be traced back to Tull’s knowledge and job requirements that 

included teaching Baroque techniques. His use of these techniques includes the fugal-like entries 

placed throughout the Nonet.38 In the fugal-type entries, one form of the inversion will be 

employed, stated at many different transpositions. These entries form sequences–a major 

compositional technique used throughout the work. The first of these areas begins at measure 

sixteen and is written on the first four notes of the inversion of the primary row (I). In the course 

of four measures, every pitch level I0 to I11 is stated at least once. (see Figure 10) 

 

Figure 10: Initial use of sequencing of row fragments  
 

© Copyright 1985 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Reprinted by permission. 

                                                        
38 Tim Tull. “Tull-Nonet Composition.”  timtull@sprintmail.com (7/3/03). 
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Tull immediately continues the row in its inversion in measure twenty-one from the fifth note of 

each transposition of the inversion. This technique continues throughout the composition, 

eventually stating the retrograde, primary, and retrograde inversion forms of the row. 

Throughout the Nonet, Tull alternates between statements of the various versions of the row that 

commence at the either at the beginning of the row, or somewhere in the middle of the row. 

Often, the beginning and ending notes of the row, or fragments of the row, overlap between 

instruments.  

   Another aspect of the tonal center of the Nonet is the use of a focal pitch. The opening 

note of the composition as well as the row, a B that is stated at these octaves: B4, B3, B2, B1 (see 

Figure 11), and functions as a focal pitch throughout finally drawing the composition to its 

conclusion.  

Figure 11: Focal Pitch 

 

 

The focal pitch can be identified at significant moments within the work, often used as a tonic 

sonority. For example, at the beginning Tull uses the focal pitch to initiate the three-chord setting 

of the row in the piano (m. 11), the initial note of the first solo in the saxophone, and elsewhere. 

The focal pitch ultimately emerges in the trumpet part in the last four measures of the 

composition and serves as the final sound presented to the listener.  

A significant distinction in Tull’s use of the row is its orchestration in three chord settings 

within the piano part at several points during the composition. Tull identifies these settings as 
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unifying factors throughout the three sections of the composition. (See figure 11) 

 
Figure 11: Use of the tone row in the three chord piano setting 
 

 
 © Copyright 1985 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Reprinted by permission. 

 
 
 

Section two of the Nonet is unified rhythmically through the use of an ostinato pattern. This 

ostinato, while most typically present in the bass line, is occasionally moved to other voices in 

the ensemble. (See figure 12) 

 

Figure 12: Nonet Ostinato pattern 

 

 © Copyright 1985 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Reprinted by permission. 
 

The distribution and balance of interest of parts for the performers within Tull’s 

orchestration of the Nonet is well mastered, producing a musical environment that actively 

involves ensemble members throughout the work. Tull demonstrates his finely honed 

orchestration skills in this composition and uses this craft to provide players with many 

opportunities to play in varied instrumental combinations. These combinations include full 
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ensemble tutti sections, as well as smaller chamber settings and solo features. The flute, 

saxophone, trumpet, trombone and bassoon are exposed in solo passages, or ‘quasi-cadenzas,’ 

with an improvised cadenza on temple blocks, tom-toms and suspended cymbal is provided for 

the percussionist.  

For each of the instruments, the ranges used fall within what is considered the normal 

range–extended registers are not employed. All brass parts require the use of mutes and the 

trumpet is asked to flutter-tongue. (see Chart J)  Although the percussion part calls for multiple 

instruments, it is playable by a single performer. It is well-conceived and will keep the performer 

busy, it should not tax the logistics of the multiple percussionist. 

 

Chart J: Ranges of Nonet39 

Instrument Range Mutes/Special Effects 
Flute C#4 – Ab6 N/A 
Clarinet in Bb Eb3 – Db6 N/A 
Bassoon C2 – B4 N/A 
Alto Saxophone in Eb Db3 – G5 N/A 
Trumpet in C G#3 – Bb5 Cup-Straight-Harmon-Plunger 

 Flutter Tongue 
Trombone D2 – Ab4 Cup-Straight 
Tuba Ab1 – A3 Mute 

            
 

Each performer in the ensemble must possess advanced technical facility to perform this 

composition. Rapid sixteenth-note passages are present throughout and often passed from one 

instrument to another within a larger rhythmic scheme. For the advanced performer, these 

passages are quite reasonable. Since the Nonet lasts about thirteen minutes, endurance for the 

performers should not be a problem. There are moments of rest within the musical structure for 

every performer throughout the entire piece. Additional breaks for non-featured soloists occur 

                                                        
39 See Appendix C for Octave Designation Chart.  
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during the cadenza sections of the work. Articulations are clearly and consistently marked in the 

score and parts, with the exception of the percussion part which is completely without any 

markings except dynamics.  

The rhythmic complexity of the Nonet is challenging for the performer yet still remains 

accessible to varying ability levels. The introduction, marked senza misura, allows players to 

begin together. Then, senza conductor, each member can perform freely without meter. While 

this section is not conducted beyond the opening sounds, durational relationships are clearly 

indicated in the opening lines within each part providing structure and permits the arrival of the 

closing fermata of the introduction to proceed individually (see Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13: Introduction of Nonet 

      
 © Copyright 1985 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Reprinted by permission. 
 
 

While the aleatoric sections of the Nonet produce moments that may appear to eliminate the 

necessity for ensemble precision, these aleatoric sections are contained within a strictly metered 

larger context that, indeed, requires accuracy. These metered sections often call for  each 
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instrumentalist to perform a specified repeated rhythmic figure at different moments, thus 

initiating a composite rhythm that continues the set tempo (see Figure 14).  

 

Figure 14: Example m. 200-203 
 

 
© Copyright 1985 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Reprinted by permission. 

 
 

Clear conducting gestures will assist in assuring that the performers can play these sections 

freely as they return to the ongoing meter. Ensemble members will be required to articulate 

cleanly and to perform in light, staccato passages as well as legato sections.  The saxophone part 

in this setting is scored as an equal ensemble member. As several of the other instruments, Tull 

provides an important, exposed part for the saxophonist with the first written solo of the 

composition. 
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CHAPTER 6
 
  

CONCLUSION 

The works included in this study all present unique settings and opportunities for the 

saxophonist as well as the conductor and ensemble members. Challenges for all performers are 

present throughout each composition, but vary in their nature and degree of severity. The 

repertoire of original large-scale chamber music for saxophone, winds, and percussion is 

substantial and varied. The latter half of the twentieth-century witnessed a considerable increase 

in the creation of compositions that include the saxophone as an original instrument. Catalogs 

and literature sources such as Londeix’s 150 Years of the Saxophone indicate many works that fit 

this category. The Danses Exotiques by Jean Françaix and Nonet by Fisher Tull presented above 

are only two works that represent the diversity of music written for these ensembles. Musicians 

and conductors desiring quality music for these ensembles have many choices. The discovery 

and identification of this music through additional source material is necessary for the increasing 

use of the saxophone in chamber wind settings. Placing these works into the hands of musicians 

and conductors will also enhance the variety of repertoire programmed throughout concert halls, 

schools and communities. 
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CHAPTER 7
 
 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 

Introduction, Passacaglia and Rondo Cappriccio – William Albright 
 
Albright, William (1944-1998) 
Intoduction, Passacaglia, and Rondo Cappriccio.  A concerto for tack piano and winds. 
 
Availability: New York:C.F. Peters (1984)  
Duration: 11:00  
Instrumentation:  
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Flute Horn Tack Piano (amplified) Vibraphone 
Clarinet in Bb 
   -doubling Bass Clarinet 

Trumpet in C  2 Sus. Cymbals 
(large-small) 

Alto Saxophone in Eb 
(Solo in Passacaglia) 

Tuba  2 Tom-Toms 

   Bass Drum 
   Tam-Tam 
   Lion’s Roar 
   Glockenspiel 

(Optional) 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Introduction 
II. Passacaglia 

III. Rondo Cappriccio 
 
Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 6 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 

Key Signature (s) 6 
Tempo 6 

Note/rest Value 6 
Rhythm 6 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 6 

Range 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 6 
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Instrumental pitch range:40 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Flute C4 – C7  

Bb Clarinet  D2 – G4  

Eb Alto Saxophone  E3 – Ab5  
Trumpet in C G3 – B5  

Horn G#2 – Eb5  
Trombone Bb1 – Bb4  

Tuba Eb1 – F4  
        

Combining fragments of American popular music with complex rhythmic structures and 

frequent atonal harmonies, the Introduction, Passacaglia and Rondo Capriccioso by William 

Albright favorably includes the saxophone as an eminent part of the framework of this chamber 

ensemble setting. This concerto for tack piano,41 seven winds and percussion contains at its heart 

a middle movement featuring tack piano and solo alto saxophone. The instructions “quasi string-

bass, but more mechanical” in the piano part begins the primary task of the left-hand’s duty as 

the walking bass line and becomes a cohesive rhythmic element for this movement. As the 

saxophone enters, it combines with the piano’s right hand part to produce a duet, often in unison, 

throughout the remainder of the movement.  

The outer movements of the concerto are characterized by sudden, sometimes almost 

violent, extreme tempo and dynamic changes. Severe, and sometimes almost violent changes of 

tempo and dynamics, will require professional level players on all parts. Combining these 

rhythms within the ensemble will require great precision and concentration from all, along with 

clear gestures from the conductor. Often, the effect created by Albright’s writing is one that 

presents the illusion that the ensemble does not line up rhythmically. The large dynamic 

contrasts between instruments mentioned above will add to this effect. 

Introduction, Passacaglia and Rondo Capriccioso is one of the most difficult works 

                                                        
40 See Appendix C for Octave Designation Chart.   
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surveyed in this study. Rhythmic and technical demands combined with the musical needs create 

an extremely challenging composition for everyone involved. The score is in manuscript and 

individual instrumental lines are eliminated when they are not playing making the score difficult 

to read. 

Cassation for Wind Octet – David Blake 
 
Blake, David (1936)  

Cassation for Wind Octet (April 19, 1979 - Premiered by Whispering Wind Band May 
19, 1979 in Sheffield. London Premiere May 26, 1979) 

 
Availability: Kent: Novello, 1982 
Duration: 15:00  
Instrumentation: 
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Oboe 
 

Horns in F (2) 
   -doubling 
   Haitian Bean 
   or Maracas 

None Opt. Part for claves 

Oboe 
   -doubling English Horn 

   

Clarinet in Bb 
   -doubling Soprano   
    Saxophone in Bb 
 

   

Clarinet in A 
   -doubling Bass Clarinet  
    and Clarinet in Eb 

   

Bassoons (2)    

 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Alla Marcia  
II. Scherzino  

III. Ebb and Flow 
IV. Alla tanza 
V. Fughetta 

VI. Finale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                   

41 A Tack Piano is a piano that has had tacks placed in the hammers to produce a steely sound. 
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Grade Level of difficulty:  Difficult - Grade 4 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 4 

d.Key Signature (s) 4 
Tempo 4 

Note/rest Value 4 
Rhythm 4 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 4 

Ensemble Demands 3 
 
 

Instrumental pitch ranges:42 

Woodwinds Pitch Range 
(concert pitch) Brass Pitch Range 

Oboe C4 – Gb6 Horn I D3 – E5 
Oboe →→→→ 

-doubling English Horn →→→→ 
Bb3 – E6 

F3 – B4 Horn II B2 – C#5 

Clarinet in Bb →→→→ 
-doubling Soprano →→→→ 

Saxophone in Bb 

E3 – G6 
A3 – Eb6 

 
  

Clarinet in A →→→→ 
-doubling Bass Clarinet →→→→ 

and Clarinet in Eb →→→→ 

C#3 – D6 

B2 – G4 
D4 – A6 

  

Bassoon I D2 – D5  
  

Bassoon II Bb1 – G4  
  

         
 

This work is unified through the unique use of a chorale that is presented in five verses at 

the conclusion of each of the first, second, third, and fifth movements. The variety of moods and 

styles presented provide a tantalizing product for audience consumption. Adaptations and 

variations on basic forms (March, Scherzo, Song, Dance, and Fugue) lay the foundation of the 

structure of these movements. Tonal in nature, the six movements combine various rhythmic 

patterns and motives. These characteristics often include much syncopation that leads the 

composition to a Latin flavored finale marked Reminiscences of Haiti in 1973, an indication of 
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the inspiration of this work from the composer’s experiences. Blake frequently makes use of 

extended seventh chord harmonies and clear melodies. 

The saxophone is not used in the first four movements. Clarinet I switches to soprano 

saxophone immediately prior to the cadenza in movement five, Fughetta, which becomes the 

featured instrument for the sequence of cadenzas that interrupts the fourth and fifth verses of the 

Chorale. The saxophone leads the ensemble into the final movement, Finale, as a solo or 

featured instrument. Near the end of this section, it abandons its solo role and rejoins the 

ensemble. 

Music for Winds – Barney Childs 
 
Childs, Barney (1926-2000)  

Music for Winds (1963) Dedicated to Wendal Jones. 
 
Availability: New York: American Composers Alliance  
Duration: 8:30  
Instrumentation:  
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Piccolo Trumpet in Bb None None 
Flute Horn in F   
Oboe Trombone   
English Horn Tuba   
Clarinet in Bb    
Bass Clarinet    
Tenor Saxophone in Bb    
Bassoon    
Contra Bassoon    
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 
Single movement work. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
42 Ibid.  
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Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 6 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 

Key Signature (s) 5 
Tempo 6 

Note/rest Value 6 
Rhythm 6 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 6 
 
Instrumental pitch range:43 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo F4 – A6 Flutter Tongue 
Flute D4 – Bb6 Flutter Tongue 
Oboe D#4 – E6 Flutter Tongue 

English Horn E3 – C#6 With opt. Octave written 
Clarinet in Bb D#3 – E6  
Bass Clarinet D#2 – C5  

Tenor Saxophone in Bb A2 – C5 Flutter Tongue 
Bassoon B1 – C5  

Contra Bassoon Gb1 – G3  
Trumpet in Bb G3 – Bb 5 Straight/Harmon Mute 

Horn  D3 – Db5 Mute/ Stopped Horn/ Flutter Tongue 
Trombone G2 – C5 Straight Mute/Cup Mute/Flutter Tongue 

Tuba Ab1 – B3  

  All ensemble members must snort  
except the English horn player. 

 
 

An interesting aspect of this work is its construction. The overall structure of Music for 

Winds is tripartite centered around a “weighty” aleatoric middle section. The first section can be 

divided into three sub-sections, each indicated in the music by tempi changes: quarter note = 78, 

quarter note = 132, and quarter note = 54. The first of these sub-sections concludes with the 

entire ensemble executing a special technique (defined by the composer as “snorting”), with the 

exception of the english horn, as a fermata begins. The english horn holds through this fermata, 

then plays a lengthy solo and functions as the transition from the first sub-section to the second. 
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The second and third sub-sections provide many solos for individual ensemble members, 

including a significant contrabassoon solo.  

 The aleatoric center section utilizes contemporary notation complete with instructions to 

ignore the conductor. Individual parts are written in different meters simultaneously and 

instructions from tempo to dynamics that are written for each player vary. The final section 

contains solos in the brass section that progress from the horn to trumpet, finally resting on a 

tuba solo. Throughout this work, the tenor saxophone is treated as an equal ensemble member. 

 The complex rhythms in this work will make ensemble precision challenging. Advanced 

technical facility is required of all parts and a strong double reed section is a must. Childs 

succeeds in providing a balance of interest and difficulty among all parts and the work affords 

the opportunity for many special techniques to be employed. The score is in manuscript; yet very 

legible.  

Dreamscape – Thomas Clark 
 
Clark, Thomas (1949- )  

Dreamscape (1978) 
 
Availability: New York: Seesaw Music (1979)  
Duration: 7:00  
Instrumentation:   

Woodwinds Brass  Strings/Piano Percussion 
Flute Trumpet in Bb Double Bass Cymbal 
Oboe Trombone Piano Drum 
Clarinet in Bb   Bass Drum 
Alto Saxophone in Eb   Tam-Tam 
   Triangle 
   Shot in Can 
   Maraca 

 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 
Single movement work. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                   

43  Ibid. 
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Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 5 
Criteria Grade 

Meter 6 
Key Signature (s) 4 

Tempo 6 
Note/rest Value 6 

Rhythm 5 
Articulation, Timbre Changes, 

Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 3 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 4 
 
 
Instrumental pitch range:44 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Flute B4 – B6 Key Clatter, bends 
Oboe Bb3 – Eb5 Key Clatter 

Bb Clarinet D3 – Eb6 Key Clatter 
Eb Alto Saxophone  A3 – Ab5 Key Clatter 

Trumpet in Bb C4 – D6 Key Clatter 
Trombone D2 – G#4 Flutter Tongue 

Double Bass E2 – A5  
 

 

Dreamscape is an accessible work that uses contemporary notation and techniques to 

create a specific aura and atmosphere. This multi-sectioned work contains extensive use of the 

major-seventh interval and motivic passages that are prominent throughout. These compositional 

techniques combined with a variety of special techniques (see instrumental pitch range above) 

are the tools that bind this composition together. The sectional construction is further 

distinguished through frequently changing tempi and meters. The saxophone is used as an 

integral part of the ensemble.  

Thomas Clark identifies the major-seventh interval as one of his favorite sounds, often 

identifying this interval as an “eleven semi-tone interval.” In an interview, he explains his 

                                                        
44 Ibid.  
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fondness for this interval: “There is a very clear sense of root with the lower of the two tones and 

has a triadic derivation; yet, it has complexity that makes it much more interesting interval than 

an octave.”  

The composer writes much of his own poetry, which both directly and indirectly 

influences his work.  Other works such as A New Dusk (1974), Shores (1983), and Animated 

Landscapes No. 3: Trainsketches (1997), contain vocal parts, either spoken or sung, of his 

poetry. Dreamscape is centered on a spoken text that reveals a specific imagery behind the 

composition:  

Silence Slides  
On Silken Sheets of Sand 
Crystal Icescapes 
Chronoscopic palpitation 
Time is Slipping Past Us 
 
Following this composition, Clark furthered this imagery and wrote other pieces inspired 

by the outdoors – water images, light images and landscapes. The special techniques used 

throughout Dreamscape, such as the tremolos, are designed to add to this effect.  

 
A sort of psychological insight is this idea of these floating tremolos, tremolos 
that are not as fast as possible - like a trill - and maybe aren’t coordinated, so that 
they make just sort of a shimmering, sparkling, not quite together, but sort of 
repetitive kind of motion. Imagine sunlight or moonlight sparkling on the surface 
of a body of water. This metaphor of light and motion put into sound through 
these rhythmically non-coordinated tremolos is all through my music. They’re 
everywhere.45  

 
When asked about the sense of time created by his composition, the composer explains:  

Moments where time measured by pulsation are dissolved. Also in places that are 
metric in their notation, there was an interest in having a complex sense of time. It 
is a dream piece; there all are sorts of distortions that can occur in dreams. And in 
fact, those same distortions, on a more subtle level, occur all the time. In the same 
day, you can have five minutes filled with fascination and things to think about, 
and things to do, and it’s a long five minutes. Then there can be another five 

                                                        
45 Thomas Clark, interview by the author, 23 July, 2003, Denton, Texas. 
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minutes when you’re tired and waiting for a phone call and nothing is happening 
and it seems to drag on forever. . . . So there are lots of different senses of, or 
inflections of how we perceive time throughout our lives and this is just 
exaggerated a certain extent in Dreamscape, the dream environment.46 

 
The ensemble precision in the rhythmic sections is occasionally difficult. The key for the 

conductor will be to cue the members of the ensemble at the beginning of the aleatoric sections 

together. The demands of the alternating rhythmic sections with the aleatoric sections will 

require the most attention in rehearsal.  Articulation combined with the effective performance of 

the varied dynamic ranges and special techniques involved will make a significant difference in 

connecting the ensemble members musically in this piece. The pitch ranges are all accessible and 

the balance of interest and difficulty among parts is even. Players will need to be of a high 

caliber to effectively execute the rapid thirty-second note passages and special techniques.  

Lyric Pieces for Octet – Joseph Del Principe 
 
Del Principe, Joseph  

Lyric Pieces for Octet (1972)  
 
Availability: Seesaw Music Pub. 
Duration: 15:00  
Instrumentation:  
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Flute Trumpet in C None None 
Oboe Horn in F   
Bassoon Trombone   
Alto Saxophone in Eb Tuba   
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Lyrico 
II. Cantando 

III. Larghetto 
IV. Moderato 
V. Scherzando/ Chorale 

VI. Lyrico Repeat Mvt I 
 
 
 
 
                                                        

46  Ibid. 
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Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 6 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 

Key Signature (s) 6 
Tempo 6 

Note/rest Value 5 
Rhythm 6 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 6 

Range 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
Instrumental pitch range:47 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo 
Flute 

A4 – D6 
C4 – C#7  

Oboe Db4 – E6  
Bassoon F2 – Bb4  

Eb Alto Saxophone  Gb3 – B6  
Trumpet in C F#3 – C6 Mute 

Horn in F Db3 – Eb5 Stopped Horn 
Trombone Ab2 – B4 Cup Mute 

Tuba F1 – G4  
 

 

This is a complex work that is characterized by its atonal harmonic structure and varied 

textures. Thematic material varies from short motivic ideas to longer melodies, such as the 

opening solo lines of the oboe in movement two and the trombone melody in movement four. 

The first three movements are constructed with three-part forms while the final movement uses a 

scherzo organization that is connected by ritornellos, and eventually moves into a chorale setting 

near the end of the work. 

Del Principe varies the ensemble textures from movement to movement and provides 

many solo opportunities for the performers. In the second movement, the oboe is heavily 

featured, primarily as soloist. It is given cadenza-like material near the conclusion of the 

                                                        
47 See Appendix C for Octave Designation Chart. 
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movement. The saxophone is an active member of the ensemble, often scored in many varied 

chamber settings throughout.  

 The score is in manuscript; individual instrumental lines often are excluded when not 

playing. These factors frequently make the score difficult to read. Complex compound meters 

and asymmetrical phrase structures will make ensemble precision challenging. This is a 

technically demanding work that will require professional level players on all instruments. 

Springtime for Eleven Musicians – Rob Dubois 
 
Dubois, Rob (b. 1934) Netherlands 

Springtime for Eleven Musicians (1978). 
 
Availability: Amsterdam: Donemus (1978)  
Duration: 9:00 
Instrumentation: 
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano 
Piccolo Trumpets in Bb (2) Piano 
Soprano Saxophone in Bb Horn in F  
Alto Saxophone in Eb Trombones (2) 

Optional Bass Trombone Part Available  
 

Tenor Saxophone in Bb Tuba  
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 
Single movement work. 
 
Grade Level of difficulty:  Difficult - Grade 3 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 1 

Key Signature (s) 4 
Tempo 4 

Note/rest Value 3 
Rhythm 3 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 2 

Ensemble Demands 3 
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Instrumental pitch range:48 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo D5 – A7  
Soprano Saxophone in Bb C4 – Db6  

Alto Saxophone in Eb Eb3 – Ab5  
Tenor Saxophone in Bb A2 – B4  

Bb Trumpet 1 G4 – B6 Mute 
Bb Trumpet 2 E3 – F#5 Mute 

Horn  Bb2 – E5 Mute 
Trombone 1 Bb1 – B4 Mute 
Trombone 2 C2 – A4 Mute 

Tuba A1 – G4  
 

 

Springtime for Eleven Musicians is one piece of an extensive catalog of chamber works 

that include the saxophone by the publishing company Donemus, based in Amsterdam, and is 

one of the more aggressively scored chamber works for saxophones in this document. The 

saxophones function together almost entirely as a section throughout the work with little 

departure from this scoring. The only exceptions are rare moments of a soloistic nature for the 

soprano saxophone. This single-movement composition is devised of three sections marked by 

distinct tempo and design changes. The saxophone writing in the opening section is challenging, 

presenting both rhythmic and ensemble difficulties. It is presented in a soli-section and is 

accompanied by tuba and piano. Following the saxophone soli section, the full ensemble rejoins 

the saxophones, and both the piccolo and piano become prominent parts, playing a duet above 

the saxophone and ensemble. Saxophone soli writing continues, setting the style and design of 

the opening section. 

The second section of Springtime for Eleven Musicians begins dramatically with a 

sudden design, tempo and dynamic change. The piccolo and tuba function as a duet at a soft, 

quiet dynamic occasionally interrupted by loud staccato figures in the piano. The piano continues 

                                                        
48 Ibid. 
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this contrasting element while the rest of the ensemble members enter. The saxophones again 

function in a sectional capacity adding to the soft sustained texture of the winds with a marking 

of cantabile e sempre sostenuto. As the texture increases in intensity, the section culminates in a 

dramatic fortissimo ending. 

The third and final section opens with new thematic material in the trombones. It then 

alternates between two tempi featuring the piano with a prominent soloistic role throughout. The 

first alternation indicated by the meno mosso marking, states material from the first section and 

again features a saxophone soli.  

 The score for this work is beautifully written and easily readable. Ensemble demands are 

moderate and precision is effectively attainable. The piccolo and piano parts are prominent 

throughout much of the work and the tempi are quite accessible. 

This work has many rhythms that are combined among two or more players in varying 

combinations. These combinations, along with like-articulation markings in these passages, will 

be of great assistance in achieving ensemble precision. Exposed parts often function as soloistic 

moments and are frequently displayed in conjunction with fuller ensemble figures underneath. 

The Fughetta opens in the manner of a fugue, and is then held together by a series of cadenzas 

connected by brief chorale moments in the ensemble. 

The Cassation for Wind Octet requires versatile clarinetists/saxophonists to effectively 

maneuver the doubling requirements. They are also often placed in roles of prominence 

throughout. The soprano saxophone part in the Fughetta is introduced and featured in a cadenza 

section. Outside of these moments in the first and fifth movements, the difficulty as well as 

interest, is balanced in each part evenly throughout the composition. All six movements of this 

piece are constructed with multiple meter changes. The opening movement, as well as the 
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Fughetta, exceeds the other movements in its rapidity of metrical changes.  

The score is professionally printed, and is very legible and easy to read. 

Gadget: for Winds and Double Bass – Will Eisma 
 
Eisma, Will (b. 1929) Netherlands 

Gadget: for Winds and Double Bass (1972-79) 
 
Availability: Amsterdam: Donemus, (1979)  
Duration: 6:00  
Instrumentation: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Grade Level of difficulty:  Professional - Grade 6 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 

Key Signature (s) 5 
Tempo 6 

Note/rest Value 4 
Rhythm 5 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 5 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano 
Piccolos (2) Horns in F (2) Double Bass 
English Horns (2)   
Bassoon   
Contra Bassoon   
Clarinet in Eb   
Clarinet in Bb   
Bass Clarinet   
Alto Saxophone in Eb   
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Instrumental pitch range:49 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo 1 E5 – A#7  
Piccolo 2 D5 – G#7  

English Horn 1 G#3 – G5  
English Horn 2 F3 – A#4  

Bassoon C#2 – A4  
Clarinet in Eb E4 – G6  
Clarinet in Bb D3 – E6  
Bass Clarinet Bb1 – A4  

Alto Saxophone in Eb Eb2 – A5  
Horn I E2 – Eb5 Stopped Horn 
Horn II D2 – G4  

Double Bass A1 - E5  
 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Molto Ritmico (Quarter note=72) 
II. Molto Vivace e Leggiero 

            (Quarter note=138-144)  
 

Written for an ensemble of twelve players, Gadget for Winds and Double Bass (1972-9) 

by Will Eisma incorporates the alto saxophone into the texture of the composition in such a way 

as to make it an equal ensemble member. Surrounded by an abundance of woodwinds, the alto 

saxophone adds greatly to the texture of the ensemble. 

The first movement of Gadget for Winds and Double Bass is structured in three sections: 

Molto Ritmico, più mosso, and l’istesso tempo. Rhythmic motives are the underlying foundation 

of this movement providing individual character to each of the three sections. The ensemble and 

conductor will be challenged to obtain ensemble precision with the execution of the sixteenth 

note figures and passages. 

As in the first movement, the second movement is also structured in three sections, but 

Eisma incorporates contemporary compositional devices and notation in the following manner: 

Section I - non-traditional notation, conductor indicates specified durations (i.e. 3” – 3” –2” – 

                                                        
49 Ibid. 
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2”); Section II – traditional notation, molto vivace (quarter=138-144); Section III – libero, cues 

again given by the conductor, no duration specified but tempos for each instrumental entry are 

provided. The composer instructs the piccolos to play their own tempo independent of the other 

instruments. Eisma’s writing for piccolo often places this instrument in a dominant role.  

 The first movement of Gadget has reasonable technical and ensemble demands. The 

complexity of the aleatoric sections in the second movement greatly increases the difficulty level 

of this work. The tempos are reasonable and the balance of difficulty between parts is fairly 

equal.  

The score is in manuscript; yet is easily readable. 

Double Concerto – Walter Hartley 
 
Hartley, Walter (1927-2000)  

Double Concerto (1969) 
  For Alto Saxophone, Tuba & Wind Octet 
 
Availability: Autograph Editions (1970) 
Duration: 7:00 
Instrumentation:  
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Flute Trumpets in 

Bb (2) 
None None 

Oboe Horn in F   
Clarinet in Bb Trombone   
Bassoon Tuba Solo   
Alto Saxophone in Eb Solo    
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Allegro con brio (quarter note = 100) 
II. Andante (quarter note = 66) 

III. Presto (quarter note = 144-152) 
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Grade Level of difficulty:  Difficult - Grade 3 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 

Key Signature (s) 3 
Tempo 3 

Note/rest Value 3 
Rhythm 3 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 3 

Range 3 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 3 

Ensemble Demands 3 
 
 
 
Instrumental pitch range:50 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Flute D4  - C7  
Oboe C4  - C6  

Clarinet in Bb F3   - E6  
Bassoon C#2 –Gb/F#4  

Alto Saxophone in Eb E3  - C6  
1st Trumpet in Bb B3  - G5  

2nd Trumpet in Bb Ab3 - D5  
Horn in F F2  - B4  
Trombone G#2 - F#4  

Tuba F1 - B3  
 
  

Hartley provides an interesting, accessible setting for the tuba and alto saxophone in this 

concerto. The Double Concerto is written in a standard concerto three-movement form with a 

traditional fast-slow-fast movement scheme. With two soloists, tutti sections are few and Hartley 

alternates between tuba and saxophone duet writing, and individual solo sections that are 

frequently passed between the two soloists. The accompaniment is well written for all 

instruments and neither soloist is in danger of being covered up by the ensemble.  

Within the accompaniment, uniform articulations across the ensemble will need attention. 

This work is moderate in its technical challenges and rhythms are not complex. The score is 

handwritten and easily readable. 
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Over the Pavements – Charles Ives 
 
Ives, Charles (1874-1954) United States 

Over the Pavements, op. 20 (1906-13) 
 
Availability: New York: Peer International, 1954 
Duration: 11:00  
Instrumentation:   
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Piccolo Trumpet in Bb Piano Cymbal 
Clarinet Trombones (3)  Drum 
Bassoon or 
Baritone Saxophone in Eb 

   

 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 
Single movement work. 
 
 
Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 5 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 5 

Key Signature (s) 5 
Tempo 5 

Note/rest Value 5 
Rhythm 5 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 5 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 6 

Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
 
Instrumental pitch range:51 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo B4 – A6  
Clarinet G3 – G6 Glissando m. 60 

Bassoon or 
Baritone Saxophone in Eb C2 – A4 Has glissando up and down m. 65 

Trumpet in Bb A3 – G#5  
Trombone 1 A2 – E4  
Trombone 2 G2 – D#4  
Trombone 3 F2 – A3  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
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The Scherzo section is set in ternary form that is interrupted by a piano cadenza. Ives 

combines a traditional approach to the scherzo structure (A – B – Trio – Cadenza – A’), with 

asymmetrical phrasing and extensive use of syncopation within compound meters. The trio 

begins with a brief contrast (Meno mosso quasi andante) to the allegro tempo marking that 

resurfaces two measures later. As with much of Ives’ music, his use of syncopation produces a 

result that often displaces a traditional sense of a clear pulse. The tonal centers of this work rotate 

between tritone relationships: A → Eb; C → F#; A → Eb; returning to a C major tonality. This 

relationship of the tritone is very prominent throughout the piece. 

There are many varying rhythmic figures happening simultaneously in Over the 

Pavements with the result that the melodies included in this work will be very easily buried. 

Perhaps because of the early date of this composition and availability of classical saxophonists 

able to execute the part,52 Ives has written the bass woodwind part for either saxophone or 

bassoon. Within this part, the saxophone/bassoon functions as an active ensemble member and 

performance of this piece would be rewarding for a saxophonist. 

Ensemble demands will be great. This work is very complex rhythmically and set at a fast 

tempo thereby creating great challenges in ensemble precision. This fast and changing rhythmic 

structure will require much focus from both the conductor and ensemble members. Attention to 

the execution of the complex rhythms to gain any sense of preciseness will be required. The 

piano part is weighted heavily and featured throughout requiring an advanced player to perform 

the part. The piccolo part is limited, there are many tacet sections. Octave options are offered in 

the upper notes of the bassoon/saxophone part.  

The score is professionally printed and easily readable. The cadenza for the piano is 

                                                        
52 Classical saxophone began to thrive in the 1930’s with Sigurd Raschér and Marcel Mule. This piece was 

written in 1906-13.  
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marked as optional and instructions are given to lead the ensemble through the piece for both 

options. A printing error omits notes in the left hand of the piano part in measures 65-66. 

Concertino voor Altsaxofoon en Tein Blazers – Hans Kox 
 
Kox, Hans (1930) Netherlands 

Concertino voor Altsaxofoon en Tein Blazers (1982). 
 
Availability : Amsterdam: Donemus (1982) 
Duration: 10:00  
Instrumentation: 
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Piccolo Trumpets in C (2) None None 
Flute Horns in F (2)   
Alto Flute in G Trombone   
Bass Clarinet Tuba   
Alto Saxophone in Eb    
 
 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Quarter Note = 52 
II. Quarter Note = 104 

III. Dotted Quarter Note = 92 
 
 
Grade Level of difficulty: Graduate or Professional Level – Grade 6 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 

Key Signature (s) 6 
Tempo 4 

Note/rest Value 6 
Rhythm 6 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 5 

Ensemble Demands 6 
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Instrumental pitch range:53 
Instrument Range 

(concert pitch) 
Mutes/Special Effects 

Piccolo E4 – G#6  
Flute D4 – D6  
Alto Flute in G G3 – C#5  
Bass Clarinet B1 – A5  
Alto Saxophone in Eb D#3 – D6  
Trumpet in C – I A3 – C6 Cup Mute / Straight Mute  
Trumpet in C - II Bb3 – A5 Cup Mute / Straight Mute  
Horn in F – I Ab2 – D5 Straight Mute / Stopped Horn 
Horn in F - II E2 – Bb4 Straight Mute / Stopped Horn 
Trombone F2 – E4 Cup Mute 
Tuba F1 – F3 Mute 
 

 

The alto saxophone introduces the character of the opening movement immediately at the 

end of the opening measure with sudden sforzando thirty-second note figures that are reinforced 

by the bass clarinet, trumpet and trombone. These figures leap out from the pianissimo texture 

that has been created by the remaining ensemble. The opening movement continues to be 

punctuated throughout by both the soloist and the ensemble with suddenly shifting dynamic 

extremes.  From the quietest pianissimos, to a variety of sforzando and forte levels, the sudden 

changes in dynamics are often pronounced further by the use of dotted eighth and thirty-second 

notes.  Precise ensemble execution will be challenging due to these features. Articulation 

markings are often used to reinforce these dynamic shifts. Ensemble precision could be further 

challenged by moments marked with a meter of 3/8+1/8. The thirty-second notes in the 

accompanying ensemble are often placed on very weak beats and change from a sforzando 

marking to a subito piano marking on the arrival of the following downbeat. This and other 

dynamic and rhythmic matters of this nature will require great care in their execution. The meter 

changes combined with the orchestration will be challenging for the conductor and performers.  

The highly dissonant harmonic structure created by Kox in the opening movement 

                                                        
53 Ibid. 
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continues throughout both the second and third movements. The two-part construction of the 

second movement (fast-slow) permits the only slow moments of the Concertino allowing the 

soloist an opportunity to develop great musical and dynamic contrasts in a more legato style. 

Kox achieves unity in the final movement of the Concertino by recalling fragments and 

variations of the opening introduction and theme. Following the thematic sections of the first 

portion of the movement, these fragments and variations produce segments that connect the 

cadenza-like material in the saxophone with the overall structure of the piece and finally draw 

the work to its conclusion. 

The saxophone solo writing is virtuosic. Within the ensemble, the woodwinds have 

intermittent technical passages that will require advanced players. Rhythmic challenges will 

draw the attention for both the conductor and ensemble. Difficulties lie in the rapidly changing 

meters, the various metrical combinations within the bars (i.e. 3/4+1/8, 2/4 + 1/8 etc.), and the 

alternating multi-meters presented in the final movement. In the midst of these meters, rhythms 

are very demanding and complex. These metrical demands combine with tempos that are often 

fast to create a challenging experience for all. 

The score is handwritten and fairly neat; stems are European style – on the other side of 

the note head. Some measures are split between staves. 
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Polifonica-Monodia-Ritmica – Luigi Nono 
 
Nono, Luigi (1924-1990) 

Polifonica-Monodia-Ritmica (1951) 
 
Availability: Mainz: Ars Viva Verlag (1965) 
Duration: 12:00  
Instrumentation:  
Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano Percussion 
Flute Horn Piano 4 Piatti: 
Clarinet in Bb      -Piccolo 
Bass Clarinet      -Meno Piccolo 
Alto Saxophone in Eb      -Medio 
      -Grande 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Polifonica 
II. Monodia 

III. Ritmica 
 
Grade Level of difficulty: Professional – Grade 5-6 

 
Criteria Grade 

Meter 6 
Key Signature (s) 5 

Tempo 4 
Note/rest Value 5 

Rhythm 6 
Articulation, Timbre Changes, 

Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 5 

Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
 
 
Instrumental pitch range:54 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) 

Mutes/Special Effects 

Flute C# 4 – B 6  
Clarinet in Bb D 3 – G# 6  
Bass Clarinet Eb 2 – B 5  

Alto Saxophone in Eb F 2 – Bb 5  
Horn C# 3 – Eb 5 Mute, Stopped Horn 

                                                        
54 Ibid. 
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The percussion section is used extensively in this composition establishing the opening 

and closing of the first movement. The conclusion of the work consists of what is primarily a 

percussion ensemble feature throughout the entire final movement, Ritmico. While the 

percussion fulfills its role of great prominence in much of the work, the technical demands are 

not overwhelming. The greatest rhythmic challenge for all performers is the rapidly changing 

meters. Ensemble demands are determined by the rhythm that is pieced together by fragments 

that frequently move around the ensemble between various players. This technique with the 

composer’s extensive use of multimeter and various tempo changes will make the attainment of 

ensemble precision difficult.  Framing all this activity is a slightly above-average range of tempi 

to be executed with modest note values. The tempi are a solidifying force providing a strong 

background for the compositional techniques employed. 

The disjunct melodic lines resulting from Nono’s use of serial techniques in the Monodia, 

marked Largo, ma libero, will present challenges for the clarinetists and saxophonist attempting 

to unify the longer lines presented in this movement. Like most chamber music, all players are 

highly exposed throughout the work. The extensive scope of written articulations and dynamics 

will require careful attention by each player.  Technical facility required for this composition is 

moderate and the pitch ranges are common with the exception of the horn. The use of the 

saxophone is varied in each movement of this piece. In the opening movement, Polifonica, the 

saxophone is an active ensemble member becoming one member of the overall texture. In the 

Monodia, the saxophonist will find himself or herself often in the role of a soloist while the 

instrument is completely absent from the final percussion movement, Ritmico. 

The score is professionally printed (typeset); it is very legible and of average size print. 
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Machtelt Suite – Boudewijn Tarenskeen 
 
Tarenskeen, Boudewijn (1952):Netherlands 

Machtelt Suite (1978). 
 
Availability: Amsterdam: Donemus (1978) 
Duration: 30:00  
Instrumentation: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Movement titles and/or tempo indications: 

I. Deel I: No. 1 (quarter=152) 
II. Deel I: No. 2  

(quarter=66 & 120) 
III. Deel I: No. 3 (quarter=192) 
IV. Deel II: No. 1 

(dotted quarter=84) 
V. Deel II: No. 2 (half=88) 

VI. Deel II: No. 3 (half=100) 
VII. Deel III: No. 1  

(quarter=132 & 120 & 92) 
VIII. Deel III: No. 2 & 3 (quarter=88 & 176)(quarter=132) 

 
 
 
Grade Level of difficulty: Difficult– Grade 4 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 4 

Key Signature (s) 4 
Tempo 5 

Note/rest Value 4 
Rhythm 4 

Articulation, Timbre Changes, 
Advanced Techniques 4 

Range 
C-C 4 

Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics Requirements 5 

Ensemble Demands 5 

 

Woodwinds Brass Strings/Piano 
Alto Saxophones in Eb (2) Trumpet in C Double Bass 
Tenor Saxophones in Bb (2) 
(Tenor Saxophone 1 doubles  
soprano saxophone in Bb)  

Trumpet in Bb  

 Horn in F  
 Trombones (3)  
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Instrumental pitch range:55 

Instrument Range 
(concert pitch) Mutes/Special Effects 

Alto Saxophones in Eb Eb3 – Ab5  
Tenor Saxophones in Bb A2 – B4  

C Trumpet  Bb3 – A5  
Bb Trumpet  E3 – F#5  

Horn  Bb2 – E5  
Trombone 1 Bb1 – B4  

Trombone 2-3 C2 – A4  
Double Bass A1 – E4  

 

Machtelt Suite offers many opportunities for soloists with both improvised and written out 

material:  

I. Deel I: No. 1 – Improvised solos for horn and contrabass, Improvised Duet for Alto 
Saxophone 1 and Tenor Saxophone 2. 

II. Deel I: No. 2 – Solo Duet for Alto Saxophone 1 and Soprano Saxophone. 
III. Deel I: No. 3 – Tenor Saxophone 2 Solos throughout, Trumpet 1 improvised solo. 
IV. Deel II: No. 1 – Trumpet 1 improvised solo. 
V. Deel II: No. 2 – No Solos. 

VI. Deel II: No. 3 – No Solos. 
VII. Deel III: No. 1 – Contrabass solo ad. Lib. 

VIII. Deel III: No. 2 & 3 – Trombone 1 improvised solo. 
 
This pleasant, but lengthy work is an example of good quality music at a medium level of 

difficulty. Much of this composition is characterized by repeated rhythms and accompaniment 

figures. In Deel I: No. 1, the four saxophones serve as integral ensemble members. The 

saxophone duet displays the instrument as vital to the ensemble for the first of many occurrences 

throughout the composition and forecasts the opening of the second movement.  

Deel I: No. 2 consists of alternating sections utilizing two tempos; Tempo I (quarter note = 

66) and Tempo II (quarter note = 120). This movement alternates between many different meters 

such as 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 8/8, 4/8, and 5/8. The “solo duet,” as labeled by the composer, for alto 

saxophone 1 and soprano saxophone opens the movement and serves as the foundation of this 

movement. The material presented in this duet returns in varied forms throughout the movement 

                                                        
55 Ibid. 
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and provides continuity within the structure. 

Many of the movements in this work furnish the saxophones with solo opportunities as 

well as substantial ensemble moments: 

Deel I: 
No. 3 

Opens with a Tenor Saxophone 2 solo alternates meters 7/8 
and 3/4. 

Deel II: 
No. 1 

Is in 3/8 and opens with a soprano saxophone solo 
accompanied by contrabass. Various sections within this 
movement alternate between 3/8 and 2/8. The movement 
concludes with the soprano saxophone solo accompanied by 
contrabass that opened the movement. 

Deel II: 
No. 2 

Is initiated with the theme in the horns followed by he soprano 
saxophone as the melody instrument. All other parts serve as 
accompaniment. 

 

Technical demands are not overwhelming in this work and ensemble precision is very 

attainable. Challenges will arise in the phrasing and moulding of an appealing musical product 

because of the amount of repetition involved in this piece. The rhythms are not complex and the 

tempi are well-suited for this music. The score is handwritten and at times, difficult to read. 
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FISHER TULL LIST OF WORKS 1 

Title 
Composition 

Date 
Publisher 

Allen's Landing for orchestra (ballet) 1974 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Capriccio for small orchestra 1967 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Concertino for oboe and strings 
(also oboe and piano) 1970 Boosey & Hawkes 

Concerto No. 1 for trumpet and orchestra 1964 Boosey & Hawkes 

Concerto No. 2 for trumpet and orchestra 
(see also for trumpet and band, and 
trumpet and piano) 

1974 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Dialogues for percussion and orchestra 1988 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Fanfare for orchestra and antiphonal brass 1987 Southern Music Company 
The Final Covenant for orchestra 
(see also for band) 1994  manuscript 

Intrada for orchestra 1984 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Overture for a Legacy for orchestra 1981 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Rhapsody for trumpet and orchestra 
(see also for trumpet and band, and 
trumpet and piano) 

1987 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Symphonic Treatise for orchestra 1986 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

The Thread of the Fates for orchestra 1983 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Three Episodes for orchestra 1979 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

                                                
1 Used with permission from Tull, Tim. “Profile on Fisher Tull – Composer” 

<http://home.earthlink.net/~gulfwindmusic/ftull.html> (6/26/03). 
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Ballad of Good Counsel for TTBB chorus and 
trombone quartet 1985 Southern Music 

Company 
A Floral Fancy for SATB chorus and piano 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 

An Indian Prayer for SATB chorus and piano 1975 Boosey & Hawkes 

Missa Brevis for SATB chorus and percussion 1984 Southern Music 
Company 

Title 
Composition 

Date 
Publisher 

Accolade for band 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 
Antiphon for band 1970 Boosey & Hawkes 

Centennial Vista for band ?? Southern Music 
Company 

Ceremonial Proclamation for band 1983 Southern Music 
Company 

Chant of the Phoenix for band 1984 Boosey & Hawkes 
Concerto for piano and winds 
(also for two pianos) 1987 Ludwig Music 

Publishing Co. 

Concerto Grosso for brass quintet and wind ensemble 1980 Boosey & Hawkes 

Concerto No. 2 for trumpet and band 
(see also for trumpet and orchestra, and trumpet and 
piano) 

1974 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Credo for band 1974 Boosey & Hawkes 
Cryptic Essay for band 1975 Boosey & Hawkes 

Fanfare for band and antiphonal brass 1982 Southern Music 
Company 

The Final Covenant for band 
(see also for orchestra) 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 

Introit for band 1983 Southern Music 
Company 

Jargon [after William Billings 1746-1800] for band 1976 Boosey & Hawkes 

March for Tripod for band 1973 T. R. N. Music 
Publishing Co. 

A Passing Fantasy for band 1992 Southern Music 
Company 

Prelude and Double Fugue for band 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 
Reflections on Paris for band 1973 Boosey & Hawkes 

Requiem for band 1987 Southern Music 
Company 

Rhapsody for trumpet and band 
(see also for trumpet and orchestra, and trumpet and 
piano) 

1980 Boosey & Hawkes 
(rental) 

Saga of the Clouds for band ?? Southern Music 
Company 

Sketches on a Tudor Psalm for band 1972  Boosey & Hawkes 
Studies in Motion for band 1975 Boosey & Hawkes 
Terpsichore for band 1969 Boosey & Hawkes 
Toccata for band 1969   Boosey & Hawkes 
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Title 
Composition 

Date 
Publisher 

The Seasons of Man for SATB chorus and two trumpets 1971 Boosey & Hawkes 

Two Poems for SSAA treble chorus and harp or piano 1963 Boosey & Hawkes 

A Verse of Solace for SATB chorus and handbells 1982 Boosey & Hawkes 

Winter Bells for SSAA chorus unaccompanied 1965 Belwin Mills 

The Binding for brass choir and percussion 1981 Boosey & Hawkes 

Brevard Fanfare for brass choir and percussion 1987 Southern Music 
Company 

Commendation for brass and percussion ?? ?? 

Liturgical Symphony for brass choir and percussion 1960 Western International 
Music 

March from "The Love for Three Oranges" arrangement 
after Prokofiev, for brass choir and percussion 1962 Boosey & Hawkes 

Quodlibet for brass choir and percussion 1984 Boosey & Hawkes 
Soundings for brass choir and percussion 1965 Boosey & Hawkes 
Two Pieces from "Lieutenant Kije" arrangement after 
Prokofiev, for brass choir and percussion 1963 Boosey & Hawkes 

Variants on an Advent Hymn for brass and percussion 1962 Western International 
Music 

Vom himmel hoch arrangement after J. S. Bach, for 
brass and percussion 1966 Southern Music 

Company 

Canonical Trilogy for four trumpets 1961 Western International 
Music 

Chamber Concerto for trombone and woodwind quintet ?? ?? 

Colloquy for saxophone and percussion 1983 Boosey & Hawkes 
Concert Piece for four trombones 1968 manuscript 
Concertino for oboe and piano 
(also oboe and strings) 1970 Boosey & Hawkes 

Concerto for piano (w/piano acc.) 
(also for piano and winds) 1987 Ludwig Music 

Publishing Co. 

Concerto da camera for saxophone and brass quintet 1987 Southern Music 
Company 

Concerto No. 2 for trumpet and piano (see also for 
trumpet and orchestra, and trumpet and band) 1974 Boosey & Hawkes 

Coup de Brass for brass quintet 1965 Boosey & Hawkes 
Cyclorama I for flute ensemble 1973 Boosey & Hawkes 
Cyclorama II for saxophone ensemble 1974 manuscript 

Dialogue for alto and tenor saxophones 1987 Southern Music 
Company 

Diversion for six trombones 1967 Boosey & Hawkes 
Eight Profiles for solo trumpet 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 

Erato for flute and piano 1968 Southern Music 
Company 

Exhibition for brass quintet 1961 Western International 
Music 
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Title 
Composition 

Date 
Publisher 

Fantasia on a Sonata of D. Scarlatti for flute (or bass 
flute) and harpsichord (or piano) 1974 Southern Music 

Company 

Fantasy on L'homme armé for oboe and piano 1974 Boosey & Hawkes 

Five Inventions for two clarinets 1980 Boosey & Hawkes 
Fusion for flute, trombone, and piano 1982 Boosey & Hawkes 

Lament for fours horns and tuba 1968 Southern Music 
Company 

Nonet for winds, percussion, and piano 1981 Boosey & Hawkes 
Olympic Fanfare for brass quintet 1986 Boosey & Hawkes 
Rhapsody for trumpet and pinao 
(see also for trumpet and band, and trumpet and 
orchestra) 

1987 Boosey & Hawkes 

Sarabande and Gigue for saxophone and piano 1974 Boosey & Hawkes 
Scherzino for woodwind ensemble (pic., 3 fls., 3 cls., bs. 
cl.) 1966 Boosey & Hawkes 

Scherzo for horn and piano 1988 manuscript 
Segments for eight trumpets 1978 Boosey & Hawkes 

Sketches for five brass (1 tpt., 2 hns., tbn., tb.) 1967  Boosey & Hawkes 
Sonata for trumpet and piano 1986 Boosey & Hawkes 
Sonata for viola and piano 1962 Boosey & Hawkes 
Sonatina for percussion ensemble 1967 Boosey & Hawkes 
Suite for woodwind quintet 1966  Shawnee Press 
Three Bagatelles for trumpet and piano 1975 Boosey & Hawkes 
Threnody for solo saxophone 1984 Boosey & Hawkes 
Trio for trumpet, horn, and trombone 1967 manuscript 

Trio Sonata for violin, clarinet and piano 1991 Southern Music 
Company 

Tubular Octad for four euphoniums and four tubas 1967 Boosey & Hawkes 

Two Fabrications for piano 1963 Boosey & Hawkes 
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JEAN FRANÇAIX LIST OF WORKS1 
 

 

Neuf Historiettes / Musique vocale        1997  

Sonate / Musique de chambre         1996  

Deux pièces / Musique de chambre        1996  

Célestes Schubertiades / Musique de chambre       1996  

Trio pour flûte,violoncelle et piano / Musique de chambre      1995  

Nonetto / Musique de chambre         1995  

Trio pour hautbois,basson et piano / Musique de chambre      1994  

Suite tirée de l'Apocalypse (par Jürgen Essl) / Orgue      1994  

Quatuor pour clarinette,cor de basset,clarinette basse et piano / Musique de chambre   1994  

Pour remercier l'Auditoire / Musique de chambre       1994  

Concerto pour accordéon et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1993  

Petit Quatuor / Musique de chambre        1992  

Double concerto / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1991  

Quatre-vingt cinq mesures et un Da Capo / Orchestre      1991  

Sixtuor / Musique de chambre         1991  

Triade de toujours / Musique vocale        1991  

Trio pour clarinette,alto,piano / Musique de chambre      1990  

Elégie / Orchestre          1990  

Eligie / Orchestre          1990  

Frédéric chopin, Trois Ecossaises et Variations sur un Air populaire allemand/Mus. de chambre 1989  

Le Colloque des deux perruches / Musique de chambre      1989  

Quintette n° 2 / Musique de chambre        1989  

Frédéric Chopin, Trois Ecossaises et variations sur un air populaire allemand / Orchestre  1989  

Emanuel Chabrier, Cortège burlesque / Orchestre       1989  

Emmanuel Chabrier, Cortège burlesque / Orchestre      1989  

Concerto pour quinze solistes / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1988  

Sonate / Musique de chambre         1988  

Quintette avec flûte à bec et clavecin / Clavecin       1988  

La Promenade d'un Musicologue Eclectique / Piano      1987  

Noël nouvelet et "Il est né, le Divin Enfant" / Musique de chambre     1987  

Dixtuor / Musique de chambre         1987  

Quintette à vent n° 2 / Musique de chambre       1987  

Pavane pour un génie vivant / Orchestre        1987  

Franz Schubert, Trois Marches Militaires / Orchestre      1987  

                                                
1Used with permission from Jean Françaix Foundation  <http://www.jeanfrancaix.org/frameset.html> (6/17/03) 
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Franz Schubert, Trois Marches Militaires / Musique de chambre     1987  

Notturno e Divertimento / Musique de chambre       1987  

Trio pour violon,violoncelle et piano / Musique de chambre      1986  

Ode à la Liberté / Orchestre         1985  

Emanuel Chabrier, Habanera / Musique de chambre      1985  

Emmanuel Chabrier, Eligie / Musique de chambre       1985  

Musique pour faire plaisir / Musique de chambre       1984  

Emanuel Chabrier, Huit pièces pittoresques / Musique de chambre     1984  

Hommage à l'ami Papageno / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1984  

Suite profane / Orgue          1984  

Emanuel Chabrier, Huit pièces pittoresques / Orchestre      1984  

Musique pour faire plaisir / Orchestre        1984  

Trois esquisses sur les touches blanches / Piano       1983  

Concerto pour trombone et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1983  

Trois Poèmes de Paul Valéry / Musique vocale       1982  

Onze variations / Musique de chambre        1982  

Huit variations sur le nom de Johannes Gutenberg / Piano      1982  

Divertissement pour deux guitares / Musique de chambre      1982  

Concerto pour guitare et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1982  

Mozart new-look / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1981  

Danses Exotiques / Orchestre         1981  

Psyché / Orchestre          1981  

Huit bagatelles / Musique de chambre        1980  

Duo baroque / Musique de chambre        1980  

Duo baroque / Musique de chambre        1980  

Tema con 8 variazioni / Musique de chambre       1980  

Pierrot ou les secrets de la nuit / Oeuvres dramatiques      1980  

Les petits Paganini / Musique de chambre        1979  

Petite valse européenne / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1979  

Concerto N°2 pour violon et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1979  

Concerto pour basson et piano / Musique de chambre      1979  

Concerto pour basson et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1979  

La cantate des Vieillards / Musique vocale        1978  

Serenata / Musique de chambre         1978  

Concerto pour deux harpes et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1978  

Tema con variazioni / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1978  

Quasi improvisando / Musique de chambre       1978  

Ouverture anacréontique / Orchestre        1978  
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Suite / Musique de chambre         1978  

Deux pièces / Clavecin          1977  

Sept impromptus / Musique de chambre        1977  

Quintette avec clarinette / Musique de chambre       1977  

La promenade à Versailles / Musique vocale       1976  

Thème varié / Musique de chambre        1976  

Concerto grosso / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1976  

Chaconne / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1976  

Variations sur un théme plaisant / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1976  

De la musique avant toute chose / Piano        1975  

Domenico Scarlatti, Cinq sonates / Musique de chambre      1975  

Cinque piccoli duetti / Musique de chambre       1975  

Cassazione / Orchestre          1975  

Prélude,Sarabande et Gigue (ou Sonatine) / Musique de chambre     1975  

Prélude,Sarabande et Gigue / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1975  

Aubade / Musique de chambre         1974  

Tema con variazioni / Musique de chambre       1974  

Le gai Paris / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1974  

Impromptu / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1974  

Concerto pour contrebasse et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1974  

Divertimento / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1974  

Neuf pièces caractéristiques / Musique de chambre       1973  

Franz Schubert, Six impromptus et moments musicaux / Musique de chambre   1973  

La ville mystérieuse / Orchestre         1973  

Neuf pièces caractéristiques / Orchestre        1973  

L'heure du Berger / Musique de chambre        1972  

Octuor / Musique de chambre         1972  

L'Heure du Berger / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1972  

Les inéstimables chroniques du bon géant Gargantua / Orchestre     1971  

Quinze portraits d'enfants d'Auguste Renoir / Piano      1971  

Sept danses / Musique de chambre         1971  

Sept Danses / Orchestre          1971  

Théme et variations / Orchestre         1971  

Trio pour flûte,harpe et violoncelle / Musique de chambre      1971  

Quatuor avec Cor anglais / Musique de chambre       1970  

Concerto N°1 pour violon et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1970  

Jeu poétique en six mouvements / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1969  

Concerto pour clarinette et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1967  
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Frédéric Chopin, 24 Préludes op. 28 / Orchestre       1967  

Le Croupier amoureux / Oeuvres dramatiques       1967  

Scuola di Ballo / Piano          1966  

Concerto pour flûte et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1966  

Cinq "Bis" / Piano          1965  

Concerto pour deux pianos et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre    1965  

Adages et Varations / Oeuvres dramatiques       1965  

Carl Maria von Weber, Preludio et momento capriccioso / Musique de chambre   1964  

La grenouille qui se veut faire aussi grosse que le boeuf / Musique vocale    1963  

Le coq et le renard / Musique vocale        1963  

Sei preludi / Orchestre          1963  

La grenouille qui se veut faire aussi grosse que le boeuf / Musique vocale    1963  

Francis Poulenc, l'histoire de Babar, le petit éléphant / Orchestre     1962  

Suite / Musique de chambre         1962  

Cinq danses exotiques / Musique de chambre       1961  

La princesse de Clèves / Oeuvres dramatiques       1961  

Sonate / Piano           1960  

Scuola di celli / Musique de chambre        1960  

Le dialogues des carmélites / Orchestre        1960  

Emanuel Chabrier, Souvenir de Munich / Orchestre      1960  

Suite carmélite / Orgue          1960  

L'Horloge de flore / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1959  

Divertimento / Musique de chambre        1959  

Divertimento / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1959  

Concerto pour clavecin et orchestre / Clavecin       1959  

Danse des trois arlequins / Piano         1958  

Chatte blanche / Musique vocale         1957  

Huit danses exotiques / Piano         1957  

Six Grandes Marches / Piano         1957  

Six grandes marches / Orchestre         1957  

La dame dans la lune / Oeuvres dramatiques       1957  

Marche Solennelle / Orgue         1956  

Déploration de tonton (Chien fidèle) / Musique vocale      1956  

Au musée Grévin / Orchestre         1956  

Sérénade B E A / Orchestre         1955  

Napoléon / Piano          1954  

Si Versailles m'était conté / Orchestre        1954  

Paris à nous deux (ou le Nouveau Rastignac) / Oeuvres dramatiques     1954  
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Canon à l'Octave / Musique de chambre        1953  

Divertimento / Musique de chambre        1953  

Rondino - staccato / Musique de chambre        1953 

Si Versailles m'était conté / Piano        1953  

L'Insectarium / Clavecin          1953  

Symphonie en sol majeur / Orchestre        1953  

Berceuse / Musique de chambre         1953 

Les vacances / Musique de chambre        1953  

La cantate de Méphisto / Musique vocale        1952  

Le Roi Midas / Oeuvres dramatiques        1952  

Nocturne / Musique de chambre         1951  

A la Françaix / Oeuvres dramatiques        1951  

L'Ode à la Gastronomie / Musique vocale        1950  

Variations de Concert / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1950  

Les Zigues de Mars / Orchestre         1950  

Scuola di ballo / Orchestre         1950  

Die Kamelien / Oeuvres dramatiques        1950 

Huit anecdotes de Chamfort / Musique vocale       1948 

Quintette à vent N°1 / Musique de chambre       1948  

Symphonies d'archets / Orchestre         1948  

Les demoiselles de la nuit / Oeuvres dramatiques       1948  

Prière du soir - Chanson / Musique vocale        1947  

Eloge de la danse / Piano          1947  

Divertissement (ou Trio d'anches) / Musique de chambre      1947 

Juvenalia / Musique vocale         1947 

Prière du soir - Chanson / Musique vocale        1947  

L'Heure du Berger / Musique de chambre        1947  

L'Heure du Berger / Musique de chambre        1947  

Cinq poémes de Charles D'Orléans / Musique vocale      1946  

Rhapsodie / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1946  

La douce France / Orchestre         1946 

Invocation à la volupté / Musique vocale        1946  

Les bosquets de Cythère / Orchestre        1946  

La main de gloire / Oeuvres dramatiques        1945  

Mouvement perpétuel / Musique de chambre       1944 

Divertissement / Musique de chambre        1942  

Divertissement / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1942  

L'Adolescence clémentine / Musique vocale       1941  
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L'Apostrophe / Oeuvres dramatiques        1940  

L'Apocalypse selon St. Jean / Musique vocale       1939  

Verreries de Venise / Oeuvres dramatiques        1938  

Le jugement du fou / Oeuvres dramatiques        1938  

Trois épigrammes / Musique vocale        1938  

Quatuor à cordes / Musique de chambre        1938  

Musique de Cour / Musique de chambre        1937  

Musique de cour / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1937  

Le diable boiteux / Oeuvres dramatiques        1937  

Cinq portraits de jeunes filles / Piano       1936  

Concerto pour piano et orchestre / Instruments solistes et orchestre     1936  

Le jeu sentimental / Oeuvres dramatiques        1936  

La lutherie enchantée / Oeuvres dramatiques       1936  

Quadruple concerto / Instruments solistes et orchestre      1935  

Divertissement / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1935  

Fantaisie / Instruments solistes et orchestre        1935  

Le roi nu / Oeuvres dramatiques         1935  

Les malheurs de Sophie / Oeuvres dramatiques       1935  

Le roi nu / Orchestre          1935  

Petit quatuor de saxophones / Musique de chambre       1935  

Quintette n° 1 / Musique de chambre        1934  

Sonatine / Musique de chambre         1934  

Suite / Instruments solistes et orchestre        1934  

Sérénade / Orchestre          1934 

Sérénade / Musique de chambre         1934  

Septett / Musique de chambre         1933  

Trio à cordes / Musique de chambre        1933  

Beach / Oeuvres dramatiques         1933  

Scuola di Ballo / Oeuvres dramatiques        1933  

Divertissement pour trio à cordes et piano / Musique de chambre     1933  

Quatuor à vents / Musique de chambre        1933  

Scherzo / Piano           1932  

Cinq chansons pour les enfants / Musique vocale       1932  

Concertino / Instruments solistes et orchestre       1932  

Passacaille / Musique de chambre               Undated  

Messe de Mariage / Orgue         Undated 

Frédéric Chopin, Nocturne et Polonaise / Orchestre                   Undated  

Quinze Portraits d'enfants d'Auguste Renoir / Orchestre           Undated  
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Marche Européenne (Marche Impériale) / Orchestre           Undated 

Marche Solennelle (Marche du Sacre) / Orchestre            Undated 

Frédéric Chopin, Introduction et polonaise brillante / Instruments solistes et orchestre      Undated 

Marche Triomphale / Orgue              Undated 

Scherzo impromptu / Musique vocale             Undated 

Trois Duos / Musique vocale              Undated 
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